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Amazing Amount of Work
Done By Miss Steele Dur
ing July

July was a busy month for the lo
cal chapter of the American Red
Cross, though not nearly
so In
The month of July has brought bad driver and taking him off the
tensive in its demands as the “R" about a very serious situation in the road. Tlie arrests for drunken driv
months. However, Just to show what automobile accident problem in the ing shows an upward trend. This
Red Cross Nurse Miss Eliza Steele State of Maine. During the month situation coincides with the increase
of intoxicated drivers involved In
accomplishes during one of her
just passed the motor vehicle fatali accidents. During the month just
lighter months this schedule is pre ties have increased 47% over the passed this increase has jumped to
sented for the month: 308 patients month of June. This increSse was 4.4% over the preceding month.
In looking over the various acci
♦
An undivided heart which wor- ♦ were contacted in homes; 243 nursing
due primarily to pedestrians in the dent reports that have come in to
~ ships God alone, and trusts him
visits made 254 instructive visits to
as It should, is raised above anx- ♦ Infants and preschools; 9 deliveries roadway and excessive speed. The Police headquarters we seldom find a
month of July rates as the high driver involved in a second accident,
lety tor earthly wants —Oelkle.
♦
attended; one social service case in fatality month of the year 1937, this but it is the driver that feels that
S —■ —- .»
vestigated; 25 children attended well probably due to the increase ln he is immune from having accidents,
baby clinic; 85 children, who are en gasoline consumption and more j that Is usually involved ln either a
THAT WORD “MIGHT”
travel on the highway.
■ fatal or a serious accident. We feel
Representative Ralph O Brewster tering school in September, attended ; Por some mysterious reason most that some of these accidents are
said Thursday the Public Works Ad the two pre-school clinics. The or I people think that congested urban caused by the driver thinking that
ministration had extended to Aug. ganization appreciates the time given , streets constitute the zone of greatest the other driver will observe the rules
19 the period within which the ! by the physician and dentists, and danger from the standpoint of motor and laws of operating vehicles on
Sedgwick-Deer Isle bridge district
' fatalities. However, the modern, fast
might And State funds to build the teachers who assisted at these clinics. I highway, the new type of high speed the highways and gets careless about
Arrangements have been made ' motor car, increased travel and the them himself.
proposed structure. If not provided
Lately there has been an increase
by that time, he said, the PWA will whereby 15 children may receive speed Complex of the people, have
withdraw the $315,000 grant made nursing care following tonsil and accentuated the hazards of the open in the number of reports coming in
from the Official Observers and it
last year.
road so that In the month Just seems apparent at the present time
Adenoid operations.
Six children were inoculated for passed. 82% of the fatalities hap that the people are committing more
pened in rural areas while only 18% violations. Many of the violations
diphtheria at the baby clinic.
WANTED AT ONCE
occurred In urban districts. This being reported are for passing on a
EXPERIENCED
indicates greater need for safety hill or curve or passing a stop sign.
WAS QUICKLY OVER
work in rural areas along the lines A great many of the roads have been
' The trouble at the Clark Island of enforcement, education and engi painted with white lines and caution
granite quarry proved of brief dura- neering. The Highway Safety Divi signs have been erected by the State
JOHN E. HURME
sion of the Maine State Police is
Commission as safety meas
WEST ROCKPORT. ME.
[ tion. The men voted to resume work only too willing to co-operate with Highway
ures in order that the driving public
TEL. 263-6, ROCKLAND
and the hammers are again making any community in the State re may know the dangerous places and
•
84"It
garding safety measures and has free the hazardous road conditions con
•their wonted music.
service available.
fronting them. Drivers should not
Noting the accident situation by pass at any time where there is a
counties we learn that during the solid white line. It is permissible
first six months only two counties however for the motorist to pass
had an increase in their motor where the lines are broken and when
vehicle fatalities over the first six conditions are favorable.
months of last year. Hancock had an
If motorists will drive their cars
increase of 100% and Washington at a reasonable rate of speed, ob300%. Over the first seven months I serve all laws of the road and use a
of this year five counties have an in little more common sense in the op
crease. Hancock, 100%; Kennebec, eration of their cars and if the pe
40%; Piscataquis, 200%; Washington, destrian will use more judgment
150% and York. 33%.
when walking on the highway the
There is also a noticeable increase i situation can be considerably im
in the number of arrests being made proved. Every driver and pedestrian
by State Police. Sheriffs and other throughout the entire State must acpeace officers throughout the State, ' cept his responsibility and when
j We feel this is due to more interest J each individual co-operates by ad' in the enforcement program at this j hering to safe practices we will im
time than ever before. The evidence mediately take a long step .forward
of more strict enforcement has aid in the reduction of highway accidents
ed a great deal in eliminating the [throughout the State of Maine.

♦

j

Blueberry Pickers

HELD OVER
MONDAY and TUESDAY
PARK THEATRE

“SARATOGA”

Clark Gable Jean Harlow

“MAKE ME A BOY AGAIN”
That Was the Refrain Sung By the Rockland
Rotarians At Medomak Camp

PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENT
MONDAY NIGHT, AUG. 9, AT 7 O’CLOCK

SANDY SHORES

Rockland Rotarians were on vaca[ tion yesterday and spent the after
noon and evening as guests of Prank
Poland at Medomak Camp at Wash
Beautiful, clean Sandy Shores on Route I,
ington. The members who arrived
between barren and Thomaston
there early enough were entertained
by the aquatic athletics of Peterson,
BOATING
BATHING
FISHING
j Stratton and Stone. After viewing
LIGHT LUNCHES
SANDWICHES
the different sections of the camp
j the members assembled at the store
PICNIC TABLES
PURE WATER
of the “Cubs" camp where they witICE CREAM
1 nessed the cooking of the supper
that was to follow.
FREE PARKING
GOOD ROAD
It was all cooked over an open fire
WEEKEND SPECIAL: LOBSTER STEW, HOME-MADE PICKLES.
!
on
the shore and consisted of club
CRACKERS. DESSERT AND COFFEE 50 CENTS
HAVE YOU TRIED OUR HOT LOBSTER SALAD ROLL AT lie
steak 1S inch thick, green corn
sweet potatoes, corn bread, coffee,
cookies and ice cream. After supper
all assembled around the camp fire
and were lead in singing by Bob GerTONIGHT
son, song leader of the camp. A
saxophone solo, presented by John
Perc,va^an^
Orc*ie,tra Worley was followed by a group of
From Portland
“Ranger" boys in an exhibition of
J selecting a sight for camp and setTUESDAY NIGHT
i ting up their tents, preparing for the
! night as they actually do on their
ROB McDonald and his ORCHESTRA
i hiking trip.
THURSDAY NIGHT
j Head Counsellor Owelley of the
RAY BEI.AIRE and his SOLTHERNAIRES
' Rangers told of the work of his group

AMATEURS WANTED—VALUABLE PRIZES GIVEN
APPLY MISS OLIVE BRAGG, AT DORMAN S SHOE STORE

OaklandPark
J)ancin(i

-
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Hvc Million Volts With Each Ticket Nightly

94‘lt

TAKE A BOAT TRIP TOMORROW

FOUR FROM KNOX
Are Attending Boston Uni
versity Summer School—
Commencement Day
Among the 1520 students registered
in Boston University's annual sum
mer session, which is the largest ever
held at the University, are the fol
lowing from Rockland: Priscilla
Noddin. 86 Mechanic street; Harriet
E .O'Brien. 54 Masonic street; Winola Louise Richan, 27 Elm street;
Hilja M. Kulju. St. George.
Summer session commencement
will take place Aug. 14. when several
hundred students are expected to re
ceive their degrees and listen to the
commencement address, which, ac
cording to tradition, will be delivered

BASEBALL
PIRATES
vs.
ROCKPORT

TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,

STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE

Sunday, August 8

Leave Tillson Whan' at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning hi the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.

3.00 O'CLOCK

88S103

REMOVING SOME CROOKS

Volume 92 ................... Number 94.

GRAND FINALE OF REGATTA

State Police Find Huge Fatality Increase and A Fine Piece Of Work Greatly Appreciated By Rockport Ends Its Mammoth Carnival Tonight
Urge Common Sense Driving in Maine
Owl’s Head Folks
Gov. Barrows To Be Present

Subscriptions (3 00 per year payable ln
advance: tingle copies three cents
Advertising rates bssed upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1646 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Flee Press was established
In 18?S and ln 1, 11 changed lta name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17 1887

*

THREE CENTS A COPY

COMMUNITY PARK
ROCKLAND

i and what they were endeavoring to
do. He was followed by Prof. Yeager
1 of Tufts who has charge of the
“Cubs." These boys are of 7, 8. 9
i years of age. Coach Martin of the
! Junior Camp and Jim Lawler of the
senior council, each told of the
j Mr-rk of their different camps. The
'last speaker of the evening was
I “Uncle Dud" Les Sutherland who
has been with the camp 24 seasons.
The club was very much indubted
tc- Frank Poland and are even now
looking forward to an invitation in
1938. Don Hanley very generously
supplied the Coca-Cola.
I Visiting Rotarians included Charles
Holden. Hanover. N. H. Percy
! Schenck. Jersey City, L. T. Gorrie of
Westbrook. The guests were Dr.
H. M. Fiske. Milford. N. H., Karl
Wellman Northampton, Mass., Wal
ter P. Gardiner. Jersey City, T. K. Gif
ford and Arthur Robinson. Natick,
Mass.. W. C. Clement. South Thom[ aston, Walter .King, A. W. Gregory,
Edwin Jones. Frank Fuller, Parker
j Stinson, F. W. Fuller of Rockland
and Albert McLoon Rogers of Forti Fairfield and Rockland.

One of the best pieces of highway
improvement lever made In Knox
County is the 900-foot cutoff near
ing completion at the Head of the
Baj' in the town of Owl's Head.
When it goes into commission—prob
ably next Tuesday, motorists will no
longer be obliged to negotiate that
sharp curve which has always con
stituted a menace to safety, but will
ride in a straight line, with the
visibility clear in all directions. The
approach to the road leading to

as a moonlight observatory for count
less lovers has been replaced by an
asphalt paved corrugated metal pipe
culvert 48 feet in length and six feet
in diameter. Its area is one-quarter
larger than the old bridge opening
as it existed when the change was
made. It is estimated that the life
of this culvert will be between 50 and
75 years.
Before the culvert was installed,
however, the road-builders took some
liberties with nature and changed
the course of the brook, an at the
same time removed much of the
underbrush.
The new highway is 24 feet wide
from shoulder,- to shoulder, with a
heavy gravel grout base. It will have
surface treatment. The grade has
been raised on an average of two
feet.
The work is under the direction of
Adin L. Hopkins of Camden, who
brings to this task, and the others ln
his charge, the benefit of expert en
gineering ability and a large quantity
of something else that Is very neces
sary in the designing and building
of good roads—and that ls commonsense. Mr. Hopkins' title Is super
visor of construction and mainten
ance.
The foreman of the Job is Alonzo
W. Damm of Belfast, who has had
long experience in road building, and
] who on this occasion is probably be
ing told more than once that this is a
Supervisor Hupkins
Damm fine road.
The Owl’s Head selectman who
Owl's Head village, both from Rock
land and South Thomaston, will be [are co-operating with the State on
much easier, and the chances of a (this improvement are Harold W
traffic collision will be practically Jones, J Dana Knowlton and George
negative.
W. Haskell. The writer found Mr.
The cost of the improvement, in Knowlton on the Job at the time, his
comparison with the reckless ex features beaming with satisfaction.
penditure seen on many other proj He expressed the opinion that Rock
ects today, ls comparatively small— land should have a plainer traffic
about $2590 to be exact. One third designation at the comer of Bark
of this amount wil be paid by the and Main streets so that so many
town of Owl's Head, in accordance motorists would not take the road
with the appropriation made at the 'to Owl's Head under the impression
annual town meeting; and two-thirds [that they were following Route 1
: will be paid by the State. Land Dana is glad to have folks visit his
damages were not large, the only bailiwick, but the remarks they
private property acquired being a sometimes make, on finding them
narrow strip of land on the western selves miles out of their way, shock
side of the highway, owned by Mrs. his sensibilities.
Margaret Knight.
The road work which is being done
To make way for the new stretch by the State is laid out systematlcof road the telephone company has i ally. Mr. Hopkins had a complete
been obliged to re-locate its pole portfolio of blue prints showing
[ line, and while this is being done the designated State aid roads, and third
i company is making use of all new class roads which receive money pro
portionally from the State gas tax.
equipment.
The ancient bridge at the Head of
In Knox County general work will
j the Bay which has given service to be done for the balance of the year,
so many thousands of motor cars expending the moneys appropriated
and teams, and which has furnished by the towns.

ROCKLAND’S NEW LAWYER
Frank F. Harding of 123 Limerock
sneet went before the Maine Board
of Bar Examiners ln Portland Wed
nesday and Thursday, and. as his
friends had confidently predicted,
came through with flying colors. His
admission to the Bar will come with
the next session of the Supreme Ju
dicial Court In September.
Harding has studied diligently in
the offices of Frank A. Tirrell. Jf.,
and Jei;me C. Burrows impressing
those keen observers with his apti
tude in legal studies and his close ap

plication to the work. He is a grad
uate of Rockland High School, where
among other courses, he won excep
tional honors as a debater, a fact
which should greatly aid him in the
legal profession. He has elected to
hang out his shingle in his home
town where a successful practice is
piedicted for him.
The congratulations which will be
extended to the fledgling attorney
will be given with double fervor be
cause he is a son of the Sheriff Frank
F Harding, one of the most popular
men ever to hold that office

by President Marsh. In addition to
the 250 courses given by a staff of
10 instructors, the Summer session
students have a wide variety Of extra
curricular activities.
Although about one-half of the
1520 students are teachers, a total of
79 different occupations is listed by
students, including practically every
thing from pawn-broker's clerk to
minister's wife. The second largest
group, after the 709 teachers, is that
of students who are working to make
up credit or to gain advance stand
A total of $6290 was reported at
ing. They are 264 strong. Those
without any occupation number 169. last night's concluding session of the
a great reduction from the number of 11937 Community Chest drive. While
unemployed who came to summer
session during 1934-35-36. There are this does not hit the $7500 goal it
also 55 school principals and head
approaches it much more closely
masters enrolled.
Students have come to Boston Uni than the figures indicate because at
versity from 34 of the 48 States cov
ering the territory from Maine to least $300 is reasonably certain to
Oregon, and from Michigan to Flor come in. and the expenses of the
ida; the District of Columbia; and
present campaign were $500 less than
seven foreign countries.
the drive of 1936.
The ladies of the Congregational
Church provided last night's excel
lent repast under chairmanship of
WATER PIPES RENEWED
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Harriet M. Frost. They also provided
AND WIRED OUT
roses for the several feminine team
PLUGGED
leaders. Special guests were Mrs.
NEW SEWERS LAID
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS Nicol and the two children, present
AND CEMENT WORK
ed amid applause by the Jovial di
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
rector.
Tlie work of the women's division
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME. under direction of Mrs. J. N. South
ard was the most successful in years,

i that group exceeding its quota of
The Lions Club made a
I $1100.
splendid record, leading the service
' club race handsomely with the Kiwanis team as runners-up. The In
dustrial team headed by L. E. Jones
turned in nearly three times the to
tal of last year's Industrialists. All
teams worked well and Mr. Nicols’
figures show a substantial increase in
local giving.
General Chairman E R. Veazie
thanked all and sundry for their
assistance with special emphasis on
the fine work of Mr. Nicol. In turn
the director offered his thanks and
returned all the nice verbal bouquets
to Mr. Veazie, embellished with sev
eral jolly Scotch-English stories.
Too many kind words cannot be
said of that delicious fish chowder
organized and donated by the cap
able Alfred Church. He called lt
"his part" in the helping along the
campaign. A very valuable aid it
was.

CAMPAIGN A SUCCESS

Community Chest Near Goal In Brief Drive—
Late Donations Welcome

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

2.00 Tub Race (open race, paddles, sail or motor).
2.10 North Haven Yacht Club Fleet Sailboat Race, 14 foot class.
(Warning Gun at 1.50. Five Minute Gun at 2.05).
2.30 North (Haven Yacht Club Fleet Sailboat Race. 17 foot class.
Milford A Payson. Chairman Racing Committee.
4.00 High Double Pole Act.
5.00 Presentation of Sail Boat Honors.
* * * *
7.00 Band Concert under the direction of Clarence Fish.
8.00 Adult Amateur Contest. Prizes $1000, $5.00.
9.00 Governor's Night.
(Governor Lewis O. Barrows and his Staff will be present).
10 30 High Double Pole Act—"The Del Raes."
11.15 Grand (Prize Drawing $100 in Cash.
12.00 Good Night and Good Luck. We will be back next year with the
largest Regatta ever staged in Maine.
The weather Thursday, the second
day of Rockport's four-day carnivalregatta, was ideal for the racing of
the HAJ boats of Camden, an event
which ls always hailed with pleasure.
These boats when lined up for racing
present a picture ir the harbor which
is outstanding among the carnival
events.
The wind, a stiff westerly breeze
was just what Manager Rhodes or
dered from the weather man. as the
boats sped rapidly over the five mile
course. John Good sailing his boat,
Bubbles, led all the way, but Clifford
Smith, Sr. was a close second, cross
ing the line less than a boat’s length
behind.
Summary:
Bubbles—John Good, 1 hr. 52 min.
59 sec.
Ripple—Clifford Smith. Sr.. 1 hr.
53 min. 08 sec.
Flicker—Betsy Ross, 1 hr. 54 min.
58 seconds.
Alice B. Goon—Dotha Seaverns, 1
hr. 54 min. 56 sec
Santana—<W. J. Latta. 1 hr. 55 min.
59 sec.
Thousand Eye—Douglas Gribbel, 1
hr. 56 min. 12 sec.
Finnan Haddie—Julia Henry, 1 hr.
56 min. 38 sec.
Pezzazz—William Taylor, 1 hr. 57
min. 33 sec.
Tide—Poillon Bros., 1 hr. 58 min.
17 sec.
Gone Away—William Chatfield. 1
hr. 59 min. 01 sec
So What—David Day, 2, 00 min.
01 sec.
Hi-E-Pus—Lee. ? hr 00 min. 23 sec.
Diane—Mac Nellie Bros., 2 hr. 02
min. 13 sec.
Twells—A. P Sailer, 2 hr. 02 min.
36 sec.
Time—Jean Defrees. 2 hr. 02 min.
59 sec.
Vixen—Henry Chatfield, 2hr. 03
min. 20 sec.
Suomi—Stillman Kelley, no finish.
White Wing—Nancy Krementz, no
finish.
• • • •
The early afternoon weather condi
tions. however, were not so favor
able for the small outboards and their
races planned for 2.45 were post
poned because of rough water until
6 p. m. Riddle of Bangor won ln
both Class B and Class C races, the
former in 6 min. 1*4 sec. the latter
in 6 min. 2(4 sec. He. however, came
in third Class A which was won by
Phillips of Bangor, time 6 min. 18 sec.,
second, Farnham of Bangor.
At 7.30 a parade of beautifully dec
orated boats arranged by Miss Cor
nelia Dodge of Rockport and Phila
delphia. was the center of attraction.
These boats gay with flags and lights
circled from the wharf out around
the Coast Guard boats “Algonquin
and Travis" which have been in the
harbor the entire time of the car
nival. “Foam" owned by Donald D.
Dodge was the winner for being the
most attractively decorated,
and
Lalami. owned by Mr. Willis of Cam
den was the number winner.
The stage program for the evening
had music and song by Western Mer
rymakers and a dance number by
Milton Gamage and Elisha Richards.
The thrilling act by the De Raes was
repeated.
The drawing for the attendance
prize of $50 brought No. 3337 but the
party was not there to claim it. The
name of Clara Drinkwater was the
CARS TO ELLSWORTH

All local members of the Three
Quarter Century Club or persons
jver 75 years of age who wish to
make the trip Aug. 12 to Ellsworth
(iliould telephone Rockland chair
man Joseph Dondis at once at
strand Theatre, 892 or his home,
18-M. Simply state your name
uid where you live. If it is bet
ter to call for you at your home,
tell Mr. DondLs when giving your
name, and you will be called for.
All those who are able are asked
to assemble at Strand Theatre by
1.30 the morning of Aug. 12. Take
light luncheon. Coffee etc. pro
vided in Ellsworth.
Be sure and telephone 892 or
18-W at once giving your name
Mid saying if you wish to be railed
lor.

second drawing but will be held.
pending identification of the first
number.
In the doll carriage parade Miss
Betty Staples of Rockland, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Rrlph Staples was
the winner and in the kiddie costume
Miss Nan Dow, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Francis Dow, Augusta was first
and Miss Doris Jean Schoonmaker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Schoonmaker of Hackensack, N. J.,
wei. second. Both were attractive In
Japanese costume.
The Tarratine Yacht Club of Dark
Harbor furnished the racing Friday
aftrnoon in the 21-foot class Drexel
Paul sailed his boat to victory In 2 hr.
4 min. 54 sec. with William Aldrich
crossing the line just one minute
later. In the 12-foot class, Walcott
Blair won first place, 1 hr. 48 min. 10
sec; second. Diane Willworth, 1 hr.
50 m. 3 sec.
Mauy large yachts attended the
races with many other boats in the
harbor. One can hardly picture a
more beautiful sight than Rockport
harbor presented on this occasion.
Another attraction was the baby
show.
Helen, nine months old
caughter of Mr and Mrs. Franklin
Priest was first prize-winner in the
under 18-months class. Faye Ellen,
17-months-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jasper McKenney, second. In
the over 18-months class, Richard
Freeman- two-year-old son of Mrs.
Gertrude Freeman of Rockland won
first prize; second, Dorothy Louise,
22-months-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Staples.
Long before the evening program
started,
crowds began pouring
through the gates and before the
hour for fireworks arrived, all avail
able parking space had been occupied
It was a record crowd and the fire
works display was one of the best
ever. Booths and concessions were
well patronized up to midnight when
the selective number was drawn but
the holder not identified.
Word has been received that a gov
ernment cruiser will arrive in the
harbor today for a few days’ stay.
This evening will be observed as
Governor Night when Lewis O. Barrows, governor of Maine and staff,
accompanied by their wives, will
be present. Another record attend
ance is expected.

AT STATE PRISON
No Convicts Now Allowed

Outside of Walls After
P. M., Standard

4

One of the first acts of Warden
Welch, the new executive at the
Maine State Prison, was to curtail
certain liberties of convicts, who
have been enjoying special privi
leges. No man is now allowed out
side of the walls after 4 p. m., stand
ard time, and the store Is closed at
that hour. The exception, of course,
ls at the Prison Farm in South War
ren, where 25 men are working dur
ing the haying season. The new rule
is apt to be reassuring to those who
live within a short radius of the
prison, as liberties had been extended to the rather more dangerous
class, lt is stated.
The term of one convict expired
this week and the Prison population
Is now 323.
The shops are short on orders at
the present time, especially the har
ness shop which has about $5,000
worth of stock on hand, with move
ment not due until fall. Warden
Welch expresses his satisfaction at
the manner in which this department
has been managed under the direc
tion of Foreman Jackson.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
FOR VICTORY OVER LOSS
Qod, let me lose triumphantly!
This Is my prayer today—
I who have always prayed to win
Along a glorious way!
Ood. let me shun all bitterness
Ot envy or despair
That I have run the race and lost.
While others have got there!
Qod. let me get my breath again;
Then hold my head still high—
Quite unashamed I have not won.
Proud I have dared to try!

—Violet Alieny Storey.

we-Sfe*

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______

If I have told you earthly things. |
and ye believe not, how shall ye’
believe, if I tell you of heavenly j
things?—John 3:12_______________

OPEN HOMES
DAY
____ _

THE ROMANCE OF SCIENCE

HOT WORK IN THE TWILIGHT

, r?

t

)

AMATEUR BOXING SHOW

~

This Is Featured In Remarkable Exhibit At St. George and Thomaston Win From Rockport Bangor Daily News Brings Out Some Classy
Swatters—The Results
But Thomaston Gets a Scare
Community Hall, August 11-12

•
Plans are rapidly taking shape for | genious devices and methods utilized
To Be Observed ror tenth the presentation of "Previews of , in bringing about the progress of the
Y
Ir. Wier-asset Wed- Progress" ln the Community Build- world we live in.”
I ear in vv iscaaaci, vvtu
on Wednesdav and Thursdav.
Some of the devices demonstrated
nesday. Aug. 11
Aug 11 and 12. under the combined by Ernest L. Fess, research engineer
3’
auspices of the Chamber of Com- and director of Previews of Progress
Tbr ctatelv old mansions of Wis- imerce the Klwanis. Lions and Ro- are: The induction furnace, the Tesla
The stately old mansions of wis I tan. clubs of
'coll, the cathode ray oscillograph,
casset, rich in historical interest will
previews of Progress, which illus- the ultra-violet lamp the strobobe opened for public inspection fates the romance and magic of scope, the photo-electric cell
Director «
Foss,
who woe
was hm
born and
modern science and presents exhibits
m> ,rhn
Wednesday, Aug. 11. when the tenth |________________________________
annual Cpen Homes Day. sponsored
by the village improvement Society
of the town, will be held. Hundreds
of summer visitors from all parts of
Maine will journey to this pictur
esque little town to visit the beauti
ful old homes with their antiques and
treasures.
In the last nine years the Society !
has realized $13,000 from these an
nual events and one-half of this sum j
has been used for the support of the (
Town Library and nearly $5,000 has .
been spent on care of the beautiful ’
trees that line the village streets 1
Open Homes Day is a community af- |
B;r means of MillWn|. xeon lights playing upon the Heetric eye i right!
•»«

Every-Other-Day
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playing this season stamos him as
Next Week's Games
Sunday—Rockport at Rockland; one of the League's best men.
A fine catch by Woodward featured
Thomaston at Waldoboro.
Rockport's side of the game.
Tuesday—Camden at Waldoboro.
The score:
Wednesday—St. George at Thomas
St George
ton.
ab h bh tb po a e
Thursday—Camden at Rockland
Smith. 3b ........ 5 1 2 3 2 3 0
Davidson, lb .... 4 0 1 1 4 0 0
Paterson. If .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wiley, ss .......... 5 2 1 1 1 1 1
j haven Sunday.
Simmons. 2to.... 5 2 4 5 2 5 0
• • • o
Mackie, c .......... 3 1 0 0 6 2 1
Sixteen leather pushers who had
Thomaston 7, Rockport 6
Monaghan, If .... 4 0 0 0 1 0 3 never been under the Big Top of
A sudden,rally by Manager Rich Lowell, rf ........ 3 0 1 2 3 0 0 Pugilism. Invaded the squared circle
ards Rockport team in the eighth Lowell, rf ........ 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 at the Spanish Villa Rink Thursday
inning. Thursday night, threw a bad Hawkins, cf, lb 5 0 0 0 7 0 0 night and fought with varying de
j scare into the outfit from the Home Matron, p ........ 4 0 0 0 1 3 0 grees of igusto for the privilege of
' of Knox, but the .visitors came back
40 8 10 14 27 14 4 climbing Into the finals of the Ban
! in the ninth with a pair of runs.
Rockport
gor Daily News boxing tournament in
The Rockport rally came after Up
ab h bh tb po a e Bangor (Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
ham had pitched fine ball for seven Belyea. ss ........ 3 0 0 0 1 1 2
The attendance Thursday night
[ Innings, fanning 12 men. His decep M Graffam. 2b. 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 was disappointingly small, viewed
tive drop way fooling the home crew Starr. 2b, 3b .... 4 0 3 3 2 2 1 from the .standpoint of the crowds
plenty.
Sandblum. 3b, ss 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 which were attending the profes
In the eighth, two runs astern K. Crockett, rf .. 4 1 0 0 3 0 1 sional shows at the Spanish Villa and
Rockport led od with G. Starr s Bohndelb It
4 1 2 3 0 0 0 1 Tillson Avenue Stadium.
En)psl L F(j^ rcsearfh fnglnftri casU mUsic through space as a feature of double. Felt took care of Mr. Graf- Turner, c .......... 4 0 0 0 10 2 0
Much,praise is due those fine boys
Woodward, p .... 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 from the Bangor Daily. News who
Previews of Progress, stage show scheduled for the Community Building, I
| Rofkland ncxt Wednesday and Thursday nights, with the public cordially ettfcdrove Starr in with a single, and Gross, p ............ 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 have ibeen working so hard to make
H praffam, lb .. 4 0 0 0 6 0 1 the various boxing tournaments a
invlted.
Thomaston then swapped horses mid- E Crockett, cf .. 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 success. Heading , that group were
36 3 6 7 27 8 6 j Jack Moran, the sports editor; and
planned for the New York World's bred in Portland. Me., demonstrates stream, tout the fight was not yet out
Fair of 1939. was produced by Gen- ''Chemilluminescence.' or the mak- Of Rockport for Sandblom singled to st George ...... 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1—3 ) Bill Geagan. who specializes in stcries
eral Motors
Jrs Research Laboratories, .ng of light without heat. Now you brlng Bohndell home. Sandblom was Rockport ...... 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—3 I concerning the manly art.
directed
world-renow
’ned^scientist. f^p™ "^la^d.’^Tagrgl^t^ma" forced at second. Oondon* to Libtor and
Two-base hits. Smith. Simmons, the ' The champions developed at Thurs-

The Eoys’ and Girls' Club held Its
second meeting Thursday at 2.30. In
the .absence of Mr. Day the meeting
was led by Miss Blanche Sylvester.
The 23d Psalm was explained. The

wiU * held A l« 12

Millard Hart will be guest speaker.

HOARD <)E REGISTRATION
Notice Is hereby given that the Board
of Registration will be in session at their
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of
revising and correcting the voting lists
of the Cltv. The sessions will be held
Aug 5. 6. 7. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13, 14 and 18
from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from
3 p m to 5 p. m and from 7 p. m. to
9 p. m Standard Time. As the last three
days of said session are for the purpose
of verifying said lists and to complete
and close up the records of the session.

through the first round. Labrasseur
proved a classy boxer and wore down
his opponent with a rapier-like left
jab to the head.
147 Class
Charley Labbee. blocky Waterville
mineher
n0 nam(
wU1 on
be sald
»ddcd
10. or stricken
punener came
came from
irom behind
Deninu to
io score
seme from
sald's llst8
days
Board
a knockout over courageous Homer wlll ako be ln 6CSS|on an day election
Anderson of Camden early in the > day.
second round
An- .phy
No
applications
Absent
Voting
or
second
round of
ol aa livelv
lively battle
Daiue. au
,lcal
IncapacltyforBallots.
” wlll
be apderson showed plenty of gameness [ proved after five o'clock in the afterbut was careless when leading and ' r.oqn of the last day of said session,
walked
Into a series of hard left II By order
of the Board of Registration.
" , U urn,
JOHN E DOHERTY, Chairman
hooks to the head.
91&94

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street

Portland,

Maine
Established 1854

Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel

18-19T&SM

fair with everyone from the selectmen to the village truckman helping
out in some Way. Summer residents
also aid greatly in making the affair
a success.
Tea is to be served in the after
noon by hostesses in authentic oldtime costumes of the late 1700's and
h
d
the early
part ofwith
1800 Ith was durmg these years that the homes and
and entertainment.
spell a new safety at night on the H. (Graffams long fly was cared for two Lowells. Bohndell. Base on balls, day n’ght's show were:
by E. Robinson.
buildings to be open were built.
Admission to performances, sched- highways of the future.
off Woodward 2. off Gross 2. Struck 1 118 pound class. Walter Baker of
_____
Tlie old Lincoln County court house 1 uled at 8 p. im. both days, will be
With the help of Harry F ManThomaston,opened the ninth with'out
by_________
Matson 7. by Woodward 1, by j Camden.
erected in 1824 is the oldest building without charge of any kind. No ad- ing his assistant. Mr. Foss demon- A Robinson flying out to Sandblom Gross 7 Scorer Winslow
126 pound class. Prank Lee of Cam
mission tickets have been issued no strates the gunpowder engine then
.
hit {or the second time
in Maine still used as a court. Daniel reservations
den.
will be made. It will be builds a simple internal-combustion
Webster, Jeremiah Mason. Thomas "first come, first seated."
engine before the eyes of the spec- in the game, Lipby walked, and both
135 pound class. Bert Brooks of
B Reed. Benjamin F. Butler,, and
Daniel T OBrien and George tators.using a trench mortar. Its ' scored on an error by Sandblutn. who
Madison.
putting up a fine game at
other noted lawyers have been among Drucker If the Public Relations De- ramrod a grinding wheel and a bad
147 ipound class, Charles Labbee of
t-.
about cl_arrttPS Had High Production Rec- Waterville
those to plead cases before its bar. partment General Motors, are ex- death-dealmg insect squirt gun thjTd
pected to arrive iruRoekland today to And. It is “id.the «ng:ne works
•• rinndnn
The Town Hall is the oldest in Maine complete final arrangements for the ' Aluminum rings floating in the air (the kid has the makings
Oondon
ords In Butter Fat In 160 pound class. Donald Peters of
in point of continuous use.
showing. Robert McKnight has gone defying the Law of Gravity, eggs filed to JC Crockett and Robbins was
Rockland.
,
June
The Pirst Congregational Church on in advance. Leading citizens are fried by means of molecular friction, 0U( at iftrst. Rockport had one man
175 pound class, Leo Vigue of Wa
a
hint
of
the
television
to
come
in
is the third successive house of wor- c0"0Perating to make the Rockland
on in the ninth, but he perished at
Individual production records of terville.
. . .
.. , . .
performances records in attendance, the machine that writes sound. Neon
1
Duncan MacDonald of Bangor was
ship to occupy its site, the first edi- j E Slevens who has charge cf the tubes set aglow without wires or first. The score:
more than 80 pounds of butterfat
Thomaston
were made by six cows ln five herds . referee. The judges were Charley
flee having been built in 1771. The letting of the Community Bunding for cther «l«trical connections, music
in June, the monthly summary for the CrTm.c,tt ?f B!nX°r °"\7
'
ab r bh tb po a
vane and some 40 pounds of metal public performances, is arranging to tidingthe light beams—all
these
rarfiMC ruiicr yttn on fiihtom
State shows. The high producing
(Rockland and Duncan MacDonala
from the old bell, now Incorporated darken the windows and provide modern miraclesare on the Progress Gay. ss ............ 5 11111
ruNTanow in mana
—
... expected
------ . , crowds,
. Previews program.
cows were in the herds of C. C. Good- i °f Bangor Walter Johnston of BosFrom these plantation* coma an
extra
chairs
for
the
IE. Robinson. 3b 1
in the the new are from the famous
_
7
I ever • increasing supply of the
now.
and
Western
Maine
Sanitarium
Wn
was
tbe
announcer.
__
____
_
_
_
The
unique
traveling
stage
show.
,
Previews of (Progress has averaged
world's finest rubber. Economies
Androscoggin County; Andrew QuaBecause lt was essentially a Bangor
foundry of Paul Revere.
—
1400 persons in attendance every day which has. as a supplementary at3b
3
in producing raw materials, man*
ufacturing and distribution make
lev. Aroostook County; Charles News affalr' The Courier-Gazette is
5
Many of thehomes were once thos? it has been shown since the begin- traction. "Progress on Parade." spe- A.Robinson, cf
it possible for Firestone to give
Barker. Kennebec 'County; and takln* the llbert>' of Polishing Bill
2 12
of sea captains andcontaintreasTilng pf the tour through Michigan ciaf motion picture featuring Edwin jealous,
c ... 3
I you so much more for your money.
Round
Top
Farm.
Lincoln
County
Geagan
s
well
spiced
report
of
the
Ohio. iNew York. •Vermont. New ®* Hill. Lowell Thomas. John S. Libby. 2b .......... 4
3 4
ures from foreign lands as well as Hampshire and now in Maine.
Twenty-one cows produced 70 pounds Varicus bouts.
Young and John B Kennedy, as
Condon,
rf,
p
....
5
Finals—
the finest specimens of New England
"Out of the laboratories of the commentators, closes iu Belfast en
cf butterfat or more during th
5
118 Class
month.
antiques.
past." said Alfred P. Sloan. j_ r gagement tonight and opens for a Robbins, if
4
Cows in three of the 286 herds on 1 Walter Baker, busy little Camden
Chairman of the Board, General Mo- two-day showing ln Camden on' Woodcock, lb
test showed average production of bantam, was too fast for Robert
tors Corporation, in announcing Pre- Monday
Upham, p ........ 4
views of Progress to the public, “have
' Our show. Previews of Progress E. Robinson, rf
more than 50 pounds of butterfat for Pooler of Waterville and wen the vote
YOU GET EXTRA
the month, liie herds were those of ! of the judges.
Baker, punching
come countless developments and said Mr. Kettering, who produced it.
PROTECTION AGAINST
Qiscoveries that today contribute to “is not designed so much to show
Robert H Bradley. Franklin County; j short and hard with both gloved
Executive Committee Meet I the comfort and happiness of every- what the future holds as to Illustrate
33 7 11 13 27 9 3
BLOWOUTS — eight extra
At the present moment, in quiet some of the interesting processes
Charles Barker. Kennebec County, swings to score heavily to the head
pounds 0/rubber are added
»ckport
ing For Knox-Lincoln To one.
modern laboratories, scientists of whereby new things are bom and
Event-of-the-month for dairymen 1 and body
to every 100 pounds of cord
a c
bh
ab
r
tb
po
1
vision
are
at
work
on
many
things
grow
into
industries.
I
It was a lively battle all the way
Be Held Aug. 20
by
the Firestone patented
2
1
1
1
2
5
0
that wlll improve our way of living
"There is no limit to future prog- Belyea. »
show to be held Saturday. August with both boys fighting from bell to
Gum-Dipping process. This
5 1 1 2 6 1 1 7 at the farm of Fred Nutter. bell. With this victory. Baker won
All county farm bureau executive Iin
futureress any more than there was 1000 1 O Starr.
counteracts internal friction
I "These great research laboratories years ago—there is no end until we M Graffam. 2b 5 0 1 1 1 3 0 Corinna Through the co-operation I the 118-pound Knox-Kennebec amacommittees will meet with a repre are really theatres of achievement, know all the answers to all the ques- K. Crockett, rf 4 2 2 2 1 0 0 of the Penobscot dairy herd improve- I teur championship
and heat that ordinarily
2 4 1 0 0
cause blowouts.
sentative of the University of Maine and it is the purpose of Previews of tions. which I can accurately predict Bohndell, if..... 44 02 1 1 3 3 1 ment association, the State Depart
126
Class
__
.
Progress to take vou behind the won't be in our lives or the lives of Sandblom. 3b ...
ment of Agriculture, the Maine
1
1
0
0
2
4
E. Crockett, cf.
1 Dairymen's Association, the Maine
Extension Service in August to draft SCcnes.' that you may see the in- our grandchildren.”
YOU GET EXTRA
puncher, won the 126-pound class
1 11 0 0
PROTECTION AGAINST
tentative plans for next year's ex- ..........................
................ - H Graffam, lb. 4 0 1 0 0 1 1 Livestock Breeders Association, the
2 0 •
PUNCTURES
— because
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Satterlee.
.
“
.
—
Richardson
of
Spruce
Head
late
in
0
tension program, George E. Lord, as
0 0 0 0 0 0
CAMDEN
j.i_.
PiS*On, Service'
the second iround of a hard fought
under the tread are two extra
0 0 largest dairy
0
0
0
0
0
Harry
Richards
of
Greenfield.
cattle show of recent battle.
sistant director of the Extension
layers of Gum-Dipped cords.
Creston Bryant and Stewart Bry Mass., ls visiting his mother. Mrs.
years in Maine seems assured.
Service, said this week. At the same
n
w
dooh -ui-, . .u
.( Richardson was substituting for
37 6 9 12 27 11 5 ii-„
ant
of
Newcastle
are
guests
of
John
Mabel
Richards.
™°^
he
bureau
of
!
Hector
Dorval
of
Waterville,
who
anYOU GET EXTRA
time committees will make definite
1*?’ V
DePartment of nounced that he could not continue.
• Woodward batted for Cram.
-----------------PROTECTION AGAINST
plans to enroll 14.000 farm bureau Good. The brothers are cruising to
Th tOr.princ'Pal Dorval beat Richardson in the semiThomaston .... 01012100 2—7 sXatnr
SKIDDING — because the
OWL'S HEAD
members during September and Oc Nova Scotia and enroute attended
Rr,-icnort
03000003 0—fl far™ k ,«>
v. y®*101*51101 County 1 finals. The rugged and very game
tread is scientifically
the
regatta
at
Rockport.
_____
Rockport
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
:
farm
bureau
is
holding
its
first
field
Spruce
Head
boy
was
holding
his
own
tober the period for this year's
designed.
Two-base
hits.
Libby.
Upham.
O.
.day
in
connection
with
the
dairy
when
Lee
caught
him
with
two
hard
Mr and Mrs. C. Wolcott Henry and
Guests registered at the Owl's
membership campaign.
Starr.
Three-base hit, Bohndell.. show
Special exhibits are being rights to the iaw
YOU GET LONGER
Mr. Lord spoke highly of the 150 Dr. and Mrs. B. N Carter of Cin- Head Inn are Mr and Mrs. Claude Base on Valis, off Merrill 1. off Cram Prepared for farm bureau women
135 Class
and
this
town,
sailed
this
0
s
reeter
of
Shrewsbury.
Mass..
NON-SKID MILEAGE
leaders in the farm bureau organiza cinnati. O
,, ,
Mr. and Mrs. N. Weismann of New- 1. Struck out. by Upham 12. by Con- |
In a lively slam-bang battle, the
because of the extra tough,
tion in Maine. These leaders, he ueek from New York city on the ark N j Mr and Mrs Robert L
don 1, by MerTill 5. Hit by pitcher, I
best of the evening, durable Bert
long-wearing tread.
steamship
Bremen
for
a
trip
abroad
Stevenson
of
Plymouth.
N.
H
Mrs
said, serve voluntarily, and their only
Brooks of Madison finished fast to
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Snow of New Florence P. Clarendon of New York Jealous 2. JCram. Double play, E. j
interest is in assisting the Extension
win
over
Robert
Labrasseau
In
the
Before
leaving on your
York are occupying Hilltop. High city. Joseph Gordon and Ed. O'Brien Crookett and Belyea Umpires, Hall j If Not a Sales Tax Will Be three round bout.
vacation
trip, join the
Service in developing a better agri
and White. Scorer. Winslow.
street for the month of August.
°fr?an}vennN',i,' j
u
Labrausseau, the cleverer of the
Firestone SAVE A LIFE
Some Other, Says Advo two
culture and home life in the statq
Dr. W. Bradford Adams has artook a wide lead but apparently
Campaign by equipping
Aubrey Young has returned from rived from Springfield, Mass., to pass
He declared that Maine's farm butired from his showing in the semi
cate Of Former
St. George 8. Rockport 3
a vacation with his family at Easter
your car with a set of new
icau membership, larger than that of a visit in Somerville. Mass.
final bout slowed down in the last
Comique
Theatre
attractions Hl”r and Mrs Harve}. Qagne ftnd
Firestone Standard Tires—
round and the rugged Madison boy
any other New England state, showed
The (First (Division champions got Editor .of The Courier-Gazette:_
hammered
his
way
to
victory
and
today’s top tire value.
Our
grand
old
State
of
Maine
that this group of leaders had the Monday
Mountain Music. Tues- family have returned to Waterville the dump on Rockport at Rockport
should hide her face in shame, to be the class championship. The bout
confidence of farmers and home day. "Pick a Star." also Get-Rich- after spending the month of July i
last night, scoring four runs in the the last of all the* nations, to keep her drew a thunderous ovation from the
HEAVY DUTY
4.50-21.......... 00.55
Nite. $60 given away; Wednesday a* the Fred Ellis cottage.
makers,
firestone
aged from starvation and give the enthuslastc crowd.
4.75-19.......... O.7O
STANDARD
The executive committee meeting and Thursday, the Marx Brothers in , "cmen lb this community are first inning. Three singles, a double. kids r,n education. Uncle Sam has
4.50-21.... 011.40
147
Class
5.00-19.......... 7.10
n
••
busy preparing
for__the ..
annual church —
— error ana 1.1*0
nursed
bal
’s entered
4.75-19....
11.75
1
past
tho
wnov-T
npnin
-p*>rrr,
•
rutmii
I
“
A
Dav
at
the
Races
.
____
°
an
two
pa.ssea
UH1J,
imereu
FOR
PASSENGER
CARS
millions ready, waiting to match our
for the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau "A Day at the Races,
5.25-18.......... 0.00
Charley Labbee, hard hooking Wa
fair and supper Aug 11.
5.00-19....
11.95
4.50- 21.......... $4.05
will be held Aug. 20 Lou Jewett of
Mrs. John Mellor of Somerville
Miss Alice Quinn and three friends into the combination. After that the measly penny. Shall we sit and wait, terville warrior won the class cham
firestone
4.75-19......... 4-55
Philadelphia were luncheon guests game iwas a nip and tuck affair, St and let it go to some other State pionship when he stepped Phillip
firestone
Head Tide is president.
Mass., is visiting her sister Mrs
COURIER
5.25-18.......... 11.4O
°?^mg,ar]d debafln8* and , Fisher also cf Watervll'? with a hard
Wednesday at the home of Mrs George scoring four more runs and
SENTINEL
5.50- 17.......... 11.50
4.40-21......... 05-45
Oeorge
Ayers.
Chester
Philbrook.
o
fh-on
1
U
?
me
n
use
^
ess
waiting.
right
hand
to
the
Jaw
after
a
half
INCOME REPLACES LOSS
6.00-16.......... 15.95
4.40-21....O5.O5
4.50-21......... O.O5
I What is the matter with a sales J minute of fighting ln the ;first round
The Auxiliary to the Sons of Union
Chief of Police Alfred Pourier and Rockport three.
Of the six hits made off Matson 1 tax? If not that it's some other tax of- their
•• • bout
•
OTHER
SIZES
PRICED
PROPORTIONATELY
LOW
Veterans
will
hold
a
public
whist
Mrs.
Pourier
of
Waterville,
are
at
Maine Centrat'Did Much Better In
three were registered by Starr and 111 does not vmatter how a good deed is
160
Class
I
party
Aug.
13
at
the
K.
of
P.
hall.
I
the
Pred
E1Iis
cotta
«
e
for
two
wecks
June Than Year Ago
' if frcm the doin8' 8°°d d0C3
Charles Richardson is home from two by Bohndell. Woodward who done
Donald iPeters. hard punching
come
' Prizes and refreshments.
i
England
for
the
month
of
August
started
for
Rockport
was
a
bit
erratli
DON’T RISK YOUR LIFE ON SMOOTH WORN TIRES!
Net income of $3620 after fixed
Talk about penalizing the young Rockland colored bey won the Knox. i Limerock Valley Pomona Grange; and ls visiting his parents at Sunny during the three innings he worked, man. Why? Try to make sense of v’cnneb»c county championship in
charges, was earned by the Maine 1 ,,, L
,
Acrewill hold its annual meeting next
‘r”',
the 160 pound class by stopping |
DO YOU KNOW
Central Railroad in June This com Saturday with Megunticook Orange.^^XTer’ MrrSamueV Ru"sel ^t but so would any other pitcher with 1 that If (you can. Many a youth I i^rnara 1* .tzmaurlce of 'Camden late
know, has a hard row to hoe. He
THAT last year high way
four errors made behind him in that I doesn't
pares with deficit of $113,655 report
have a full dinner pail, for in the first round of the final bout of
accidents cost the lives of more
An
all-day
session
and
picnic
lunch,
her
summer
home.
Peace
Haven.
brief time. Gross who succeeded him I mother and father has to have his the* evening.
ed in June 1936.
than 31,000 men, women and
Departures from Ye Anchor Inn did a powerful fine job, fanning soten earnings.
Fitzmaurice was on the floor for
children?
The figures for the first six months, All Orange members, their families
and friends are invited.
Bl-pSanVr^lsbure Pa® M°r men and allowln« only four hlts'
If you don't vote for sales taxation three counts during the hectic round.
THAT a million more were
made public at the same time, show r,\he Z’hTt’ °7 thC TT1 and M«. J. F LaX of HaddonffeM 1 The prize batter last night was
175 tin
we will remain behind all the nation,
injured!
that Maine Central ln the first half
Leo
Vigue
of
Waterville
was
award

and
30.000
of
our
population
will
Club will be held Tuesda> with Mrs n j Mr
Mrs A L
of MauriCe Simmons who hit safely in
THAT more than 40,000 of
of this year earned $377,851 above
face starvation, in the grand old ed the 175 pound class championship
these deaths and injuries
Stclion ol IMMh
Seclio* of «ru* Fiwtau
without putting on a glove. There
its fixed charges as compared with W Griffin Gribbel at Weatherend" Belmar. N. J.. Mr. and Mrs. E Von four of five times at bat. Just to give State of Maine.
were caused directly by
lirt uhtcb <i liable $ Tire. Note I’rraectioa
Beauchamp Point at 2.30. Mrs Fred Ncstilz and son of' Westfield N. J.. good mea£Ure he accepted all of his
Timothy
Hay.
were
no
opponents
antered
In
the
to pun.-tarei. bbu>.
again*!
ibidd in g,
punctures,
blowouts
and
deficit of $401 994 in the first six S. Woods, former president of the J
and Mrs. J. de Gutierez of Colombia , seven chances at second. base.
.
Mil and ikiddmg.
tanctarei and blounnh.
His
class.
1
Middle Bay.
skidding due to unsafe tires?
and New York.
i seven chances at second base
months of last year. It was pointed
Semi-finals
—
Garden Club Federation of Maine
Mr. and Mrs Samuel Ellis of Ban- I 1
■■ —■
out that the latter comparison is will speak on "Federation Activities
118 Class
gor are visiting their daughter Mrs. ___________________________
Free-swinging Robert Pooler had
r.ot especially valuable in that a
in Maine." and "The Fall Confer Ira Reed.
too many guns for courageous little
JOIN THE
considerable amount of flood dam
Judge Daniel O'Connell of Superior
ence."
Bernard Giguere and won his bout
age expense was included in the
Court
of
Boston
and
ex-Congressman
1
,ieere"eT. i/ll
by a technical knockout early in the
Camden Lodge. K. P.. will entertain
j
. ... , .
. . Jcs
®Phrecent
E O'Connell
of Hjni
Boston
figures for the first half of last year. Monday
third and final round. Both boys are
night
lodges off .v,
this district.
were
guesU of jalso
jQhn
^;
from Waterville.
Comparison with the first half of Rockland. Thomaston. Friendship J at Trial Mark Cottage. Miss Grace
IN STOCK
l’.6-C!ass
1935. however, shows that in that Warren and Belfast. Lobster stew J O'Brian of Boston has arrived at
In |a battle that bristled with ac
year the first six months showed a supper will be served, followed by the Trial Mark Cottage for a short visit. ;
Step In and Look It Over
tion from bell to bell 'fleeter Dorval
deficit of $28,473.
of Waterville wen a close decision
meeting with work in the rank of Her mother. Mrs. Katherine O’Brian
has returned to Boston after spend- 1
over husky John Richardson of
Revenue of Maine Central in June Knight.
Lutcntothc Voice of Firestone, Monday evenings over Nationwide N. B. C. Red Network
Striped Sea Bass are in Georges River and biting good.
ing the weekend here.
Spruce Head. Dorval's early lead
this year showed an increase of
Mr, and Mrs. George Bacon of West
Nine pounds latest reported
carried him to victory over Rlchird$96,859 (or 10.79 percent) over those Medford. Mass., are visiting friends
son who came fast ln the final round.
of June last year. Freight revenues here.
135 Clan
Die newspaper cannot make
Rangey Robert Labrasseur, of
were better in the month by 9.92 per Megunticook Lake Anglers Club met
use nf announcements of births,
Winslow, brother of A1 McCoy. New
marriages and deaths unless
cent; passenger revenues increased last night at Hervey Allen’s camp at
England
heavyweight
champion,
SPORTING
GOODS
DEPARTMENT
accompanied by the name of
Ifif* per cent; mail revenues in Lake Megunticook.
ROCKLAND, ME.
made short work of 'Earl Jones of WINTER STREET,
TELEPHONE
206,
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
the sender.
Rockland, stopping him with a right
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Van Petton
creased 09 per cent and express rev
hand smash to the Jaw half way
of Hempstead. L. L, have been guests
enues increased 47.81.

ROUND TOP FARM

THE FARM BUREAU

‘SHAME ON MAINE!”

S

XS

TUNA TACKLE

'Firestone
C^MPAIGH
TOD/N /

H. H. CRIE & CO.

FIREPROOF GARAGE SALES CO.

Every-Other-Da?
Sunshine Society meets Monday
afternon with Mrs. Jennie Wilson,
Tillson avenue. Members will take
box lunch.
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Rev. Harry iH. Marr, 60. former pas
tor cf Pratt Memorial M. E. Church,
died suddenly in (Newport Thursday.
He is survived by his wife.

TAI K OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aug 8—Townsend Club clam bake at
Oakland Park
Aug 10—Rockport—Open meeting of
Oarden Club at Miss Marlon Weidman’s.
Aug 10—Waldoboro—Womans Club
lawn party on Gay’s lawn.
Aug. 10—Glen Cova—Field Day of
District 12. O.E.S. at Grange hall.
Aug 10—Reunion of Rockland High
School Class of 1912 at Crescent Beach
Inn.
Aug 11—Open Homes Day at Wiscasset
Aug 11—Owls Head—Church fair.
Aug. 11—Martinsville—Fair of Ladles
Circle at Grange hall.
Aug 11-12—"Preview of Progress” at
Community Building
Aug
12—Thomaston—Garden
Club
meets at
Levensaler house. 9 Knox
street.
Aug 12—Waldoboro—Community Gar
den Club meete at Club House
Aug 12—Tenant’s Harbor—Sliver tea.
benefit Jackson Memorial Library.
Aug. 12—Warren—Midsummer fair at
the Congregational Church
Aug 12—Vlnalhaven—Fair of Union
Church Circle at vestry.
Aug
12—Annual
meeting
ThreeQuarter Century Club ln Ellsworth.
Aug. 15—Rockport—Concert by CurtM
String Quartet at Capt. Eells’ Boat

The nomination of George W.
Singer of Damariscotta as recorder of
the Lincoln County Municipal Court
was confirmed Thursday by the Ex
ecutive Council.

—
(By W. A. N.)
We urge a final thrust to put the I
Community Chest Campaign over
the top, so vital to the health and so- i
cial agencies serving Rockland.
• • • *
The second report, enthusiastically I
attended, gave us the nice total of
$5000. with the volunteer workers on i
their toes to raise the full quota of J
$7500.
$
• • • •
It cannot be Impressed too strongly
on the minds of all citizens that this !
appeal comes to us once a year only. I
• • • •
Have you by amy chance been over- j
looked? If so, we can assure you It (
is quite unintentional. Why not
send your check or contribution Now 1
to Homer E. Robinson, campaign 1
treasurer, at the First National Bank
Thank you!
• • • •
The auditors, Charles A. Emery
and C. M. D. Keene, have done an
exacting job ln a very punctillious
manner. The Intricacies of auditing
are well known to some of us. In
other words It's a job not so easy as
it looks.
• • • •
The Industrial Division, under the
“Go-get' 'Influence of Lucius Jones j
has accomplished a fine piece of
work. Increasing last year's total over
100 percent. Gentlemen stand up
and take a bow!

Alan L. Bird underwent an opera
tion for appendicitis at Knox Hospiat 1 this morning. TheThe opera
tion was entirely successful and the
patient is doing nicely.

Patrolman Christofferson recently
astonished the natives by navigating
an old fashioned high bicycle through
Main street. His unexpected success
emboldens him to think he may ad
vertise the police ball in that manner.

Attractions at Strand Theatre next
week are: Sunday, Monday and Tues
day, "Wee Willie Winkle," with Shir
ley Temple; Wednesday-Thursday.
"Topper," with Constance Bennett
and Cary Grant; Friday and Saturday,
"Exclusive," with Fred MacMurray
and Frances Farmer.

Edward J. Roark of St. George ap
peared before Judge Dwinal on a
drunken driving charge yesterday, re
tracted his plea of “not guilty" and
was given his choice of paying a
•• • »
Bs».
hundred dollar fine or serving 30
Aug 16—Maine’s Special Election.
Have you done your part in easing
Aug. 17—Rockland Oarden Club Flow days in jail. He appealed and fur
er Show.
human misery and suffering? It is
nished bail.
Aug 18-19—Thomaston—Annual fair
of Wtlllams-Brazler A. L on The Mall.
not too late to be a good neighbor by
Aug. 19—State Field Meeting of Knox
The annual basket picnic and field contributing to the Comunity Chest
Academy of Arts and Sciences. If stormy
first pleasant day.
day of the Maine Ayrshire Club is fund the amount you know you are
Aug 21—Camden—Fire Department
scheduled to be held Friday, Aug. 13, able to give.
Field Day.
August 21-29-Washington—Adventist at the University of Maine Farm.
• • • •
Camp Meeting
Aug. 22—Open Amateur handicap Orcno. where an excellent herd of
The Women's Division ably led by
golf tournament at Knox County Golf
Ayrshires is maintained. AU mem Mrs. J. N. Southard has accomplished
Club.
bers of the club and their friends are what seemed at the Unset of the cam- •
FAMILY REUNIONS
cordially invited to attend.
palgn as the Impossible. To all of you ,
Aug
10—North Waldoboro—Teaguesplendid ladies we tender sincere'
Heyer families at Maple Grange hall
Sandy Shores at South Pond will thanks.
Aug 11—Shibles family at Harvey
Shibles’ home ln Knox
be the scene of an amateur show
• • • •
Aug 11—Dutch Neck—Wlnchenbaugh
family at Jacob G.
Wlnchenbaugh Monday night with special prizes to
The men have been right on the job
Grove
the winners. All amateurs wishing
Aug. 11 I Wednesday)—32nd annual re
every single available minute and
union of Hall family. Penobscot View to compete should apply to Miss
have the satisfaction of knowing that.
Grange hall. Glen Cove
Aug 15—Washington—Light family at Olive Bragg at Dorman's Shoe Store, last year's total from the business i
Light’s Pavilion.
Rockland. Leland Overlock of South
fraternity has been surpassed.
Aug 15—Light family at Light’s PaWarren was the winner in last
vttlae ss Washington.
• • • •
Aug 18—East Union—Simmons' family night's races at South Pond, being
at Oeorge Simmons'.
We
leave
Rockland
reluctantly, but
Aug 21—Tenant's
Harbor—Smalley awarded a handsome watch as a
with pleasant memories. You have
family at Eugene Smalley home
trophy.
Aug 25—Payson-Fogler family at L.
been kind and generous. May God j
P True’s home In Hope.
Aug 25—Union—Whitmore family at
The annual meeting of the Maine bless you all! Au revoir.
the W J Bryant home. Union Common
Aug 25—Mank family In North Wal Council of Deliberation of the Scot
doboro.
tish Rite was held Thursday in Rock Joseph Adams, has bought through J
Aug 25—Hope Corner—Payson-Fogler
land. meeting here for the first time. the V. F. Studley Agency, the Watts ,
families at L. P. True's.
About 80 were present. Ill. Frank C. property on Orange street, and ls
Carl Cassens spotted a Cuba car Allen 33d of Portland, Deputy for making extxensive repairs and imThursday. It was headed toward The Maine, presided, and brought along ! provements.
Samoset.
one of his Hammond organs and had
Dr. H V. Tweedie will be the
it temporarily installed for this oc
Battery F plays St. George at St. casion. bringing his own organist and speaker at the service at the Ash
George Tuesday at 5.30. This is the Harry Merrill of Portland noted bass Point chapel conducted by the Lay
first of a series of games between the singer. Music was also furnished by man's Gospel Team Sunday after
teams.
the Scottish Rite Quartet of Rock noon at 3 p. m. daylight.
land. The 33d degree Masons present
CAPT. DAVIS H. WEED
Capt. Bowness of the Salvation were Frank C. Allen, Convers E
Army wlll lead the meeing at the , Leach. Clark D. Chapman. David E.
Capt. Davis H. Weed, 74. who sailed
Ingraham Hill chapel Sunday at 3 j Moulton of Portland, Thomas H.
in coastwise schooners and barges,
Bodge,
John
C.
Arnold
of
Augusta,
o'clock.
George B. Freeland. Harold H Hodge and more recently was witch,Mn on
of Bangor. Edward W. Wheeler of the steamer J T Morse’ died yeS‘
Joseph Mitchell and James Mitch
terday.
ell former residents of Ingraham Brunswick, and James A. Richan of
He was born at Little Deer Isle, the
Hill, are looking up Rockland friends Rockland. At banquet was served by son of 'Dyer D. and Susan Spinney
the
Eastern
Star
—
Boiled
salmon,
while rusticating at Waldoboro.
Weed, and resided there until com
lobster salad, green peas. etc.
ing to Rockland over 30 years ago.
Miss Flora Savage is having her va
Our regular $5 permanert wave cnly I Survivors arp his wife. Mrs. Lovina
cation from the automobile registra $3 for the month of August. Gen- ! Parker Weed; two sisters. Mrs. Lucy
tion office, the duties of which will be erous votes given in merchandise Spinney and Mrs, Ammi Sewall of
attended meantime by Miss Elsa Hal- contest. Economy Beauty Shop, up- Rockland; two half-sisters Mrs
stairs opposite Strand Theatre.-adv. Char]es
and Mrs E)mer Bjn.
strom.
Men's high grade furnishings and in8s °{ Little
Isle; a brother,
A nine-pound striped bass was shoes and quality footwear for women Wallace J. Weed of Rockland; a
caught in the St. Georges River back are being sold at perfectly amazing half-brother. John G. Scott of Portof the State ‘Prison one day this week. low prices at "Lindsey's,” formerly the !'an<h a son. Dyer D. Weed, and a
The boys are having the finest sport Levi Seavey Clothing Store, Watts step-son, Oscar E. York of Springfield, Mass.; and a daughter, Mrs.
that has been known ln Knox County Block, Thomaston.—adv.
Calvin A. Sherman of Rockland.
for many moons.
Funny Blunders of School Chil There are six grandchildren
Services will be at the late resi
A young blue heron poised on one dren, Better Thau the Gags of Pro
fessional Joke Writers. Collected
slender leg. on Glover bridge, for an From School Examination Papers. dence. 39 Grove street Monday aft
indefinite period this morning, en An Amusing Page in The American ernoon at 3 o'clock.
grossing the attention of The Cou Weekly, the Magazine Distributed
GOD'S EPISTLES
rier-Gazette force. Its identity was with Next Sunday's Boston Sunday
Advertise’
94* lt
IFor The Coi'-ler-Oazetlcl
made known by |N. W. Lermond.
MARRIED

Edwin Libby Relief Corps beano SCAMMON-RACKLIFF—At
Rockland.
Aug. 5, by Rev C. A Marstaller. Orrin
party Thursday night at G.A.R. hall
Scammon of Owl's Head and Elizabeth
had these winners: Naomi Ulmer,
Racklllf ol Rockland.
first; Elizabeth Mills, second; Izelle
DIED
Andrews, third; Harriet Thomas,
fourth and Maud Cables, fifth. There SHIELDS At Portland. Aug. 3, Vivian
Herbert. Inlant son ol Mr and Mrs
will be another beano party at Grand
Charles V Shields of Vlnalhaven In
terment
ln John Carver cemetery,
Army Hall Thursday night at 7.30.
Vlnalhaven.
BURTON—At Rockland, Aug 6. George
M Burton, aged 60 years. 10 months.
The Christian Endeavor Service at
24 days. Services at the Russell Fu
the First Baptist Church Sunday will
neral Home Sunday at 2 p. m.
be a Keswick Meeting. Those hav LOWE—At Rockland. Aug. 6. John Lowe
of South Dartmouth. Mass , aged 67
ing charge of the meeting will be the
years. 9 months, 18 days. Funeral
Monday afternoon at Dole A Childs
young people who have recenlty re
Mortuary. HaverhlU. Mass
turned from the Young People's WEED—At Rockland, Aug 6, Davis H
Weed, aged 74 years. 9 months. Fu
Conference at Keswick. N. J. Young
neral Monday afternoon at the resi
and old are invited to receive the In
dence 39 Grove street.
spiration of this service.
TEEL—At Port Clyde. Aug. 5, Loren O

The basball attraction at Com
munity Park Sunday afternoon will
be Rockland vs. Rockport. A Twi
light League game beginning at 3
o'clock.
Manager Winchenbach's
boys have delighted the fans with
their fine playing in recent games
and there should be a big turnout to
morrow to encourage them in their
pennant race.

Are we all God's epistles.
Of all men known and read?
Do all who look upon us
See Christ the Lord Instead
The Word of God Incarnate.
And written ln our hearts
A letter from our Father.
The message He Imparts?

Do men see God's own finger
In our word and deed.
His parables e'er writing
That he who runs may read;
A word ln commendation
Of Heavenly Father kind
By Holy Spirit written
That everyone must mind?

Let men our good works seeing
Give glory to our Ood
And ln our love of neighbors
The love of Heaven laud.
Read us as God's epistles,
His message from above.
His living word incarnate.
The story of His love
—Allison M Watts.
Jamaica, t.

Teel, aged 74 years, 1 month. 14 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from the
residence.

CARB OF THANKS
I wish to thank Matinicus men and
neighbors. The Camden Fire Department.
The Doctor and plane pilot. The Coast
Guard and all who rendered such won
derful assistance to my son during his
accident.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Teel and family.
Matinicus.
*

We wish to express our sincere thanks
to neighbors, friends and organizations
for their kind expressions of sympathy
ln our recent bereavement; especially do
we thank Col. I. Leslie Cross, adjutant
of Edwin Libby Post who had charge of
the services and Battery E 240 Coast Ar
tillery for their services.
Mrs. F H. Paladlno, Mr. and Mrs. N.

•

THE CHURCHES
SERMONETTE

Christianity, a Living Force
There are strong forces for
evil at work in the United States
today. First of all. when the
Country is staggering back to nor
mal conditions after the terrors
of depression, it is questionable
as to whether strikes against
commerce and the retarding of
the sailing of great ships are
justifiable.
Nobody doubts the right of dis
satisfied workers in our indus
trial plants to refuse to work
but again it is questionable
whether any selfish, ambitious
leader has the right to incon
venience. perhaps cripple, an in
dustry, inconvenience an entire
Nation and deprive others willing
to work of a chance to earn a
livelihood in such serious days.
Questionable, but by reason of
the statement, debatable. How
ever. there is no question at all
of the moral and legal rights of
owners to ask the dissatisfied em
ploye to withdraw from the plants
in which they have found their
work distasteful or unprofitable,
and leave the works to the owners
or their responsible agents. To
so remain after they are requested
to go make them trespassers
upon property they do not own.
To continue to remain in defiance
of the courts when ordered by the
forces of law make them outlaws
in very fact.
But in the midst of these and
other evil forces, are constructive
ones. The Christian force that
Impels an entire nation to rush
relief, coast guards, clothing, med
icine, doctors and nurse to the
cold, homeless, hungry, desolate
people made so by one of nature's
uncontrollable disasters goes far
to offset all the other evil forces
whether of selfishness or sin or
plain misfortune. Call it Red
Cross or Christianity it will sur
vive when the other forces are
dead.
William A. Holman.

Rev. Philip L. Prick. D. D.. of Co
hoes. N. Y.. will occupy the pulpit of
the Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
at the Sunday morning service. Miss
Carol Gardner will preside at the
organ and Mrs. lydla Storer will be
the soloist. Church School is at
noon. The ijunday evening servics
will be omitted. Prayer meeting on
Tuesday evening.
• • • •
“Spirit" is the subject of the Les
son-Sermon which will be read In all
churches of Christ, Scientist, to
morrow. The Golden Text is "No man
hath seen God at any time . . Hereby
know that we dwell in him, and he in
us. because he hath given us of his
Spirit." The citations from the Bi
ble include the following passage:
“God is a Spirit: and they that wor
ship him must worship him in spirit
and in truth."
• • • •
“The More Devout and Nobis
Christian will be the topic of Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller at the Little
field Memorial Church Sunday morn
ing at 13.30. There will be special
music and a children’s story will pre
cede the sermon. Church school will
meet at 11.45; junior C. E. atiS; jpraise
service and sermon at 7.16, the topic
being “Perfect Peace." There Wlll be
special musie. Prayer rrleeting Tues
day evening at 7.30.
• • • V
Services at the Salvation Army
for the weekend will be: Saturday.
7.30 p. m„ open air service; 8, praise
service, ’Watching;" Sunday. 10 a. m.
Sunday school; 11. holiness service.
"Power With God;'' 6.30 p. m., Y. P
Legion;1 '7.30, open air service, and 8.
salvation meeting. "Reward. " Sun
day afternoon at 3 o'clock Capt. Bow
ness will have the service at the In
graham jHill chapel. There will be
special music and singing.

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

William H. Glendenning. Sr., of 15
I Birch street, died Monday morning
| in the hospital whither he had been
taken the previous night fcr an
i emergency operation. So serious was
his condition that surgical skill failed
, to save him.
| The deceased was bern In Montreal,
Canada. 69 years age, son of the late
William H. and Rose A. Glendenning.
He came to the States at an early age,
having meantime learned the voca
tion of designer and carver in the
granite trade. He became a skilled J
memorial craftsman and fcr 16 years
he was foreman at Hurricane Island
' for the Coasts and Lakes Breakwater
Co. Twenty-five years ago he en
gaged in business in this city, and his
work, to be found in the cemeteries
of Rcckland and surrounding towns,
furnishes a lasting memcrlal to his
skill as a monument maker. This skill
he imparted to his son Ralph, so that
the business which he founded is to
be continued.
Mr. Glendenning was a member of
St Bernard's Catholic Parish and
Rockland Lodge. B.P.O.E.. which his
son, William H. Glendenning. Jr., re
cently served as exalted ruler. He
was an avid reader, being especially
fend of French literature and Can
adian dialect his knowledge of the
tongue being very fluent. His genial
disposition wen him friends every
where.
He is survived by his wife, Mary
Agnes Landers; two sons, William H ,
Jr. and Ralph A—all of this city:
a! :o five grandchildren. Funeral serv
ices were held Thursday at his late
residence. The Elks attended in a
I bedy. The many floral tributes wen
I a testimonial of the high esteem In
I which he was held. The bearers were
6tewart Orbeton, Emery Barbour. Gil■ lord Butler, Albert Jones, Earl Bar
ron and Joseph Soffayer.

I
MRS. L. C. STURTEVANT

Olive M.. wife of Lewis C. Sturtei vant. principal of Thomaston High
School, died Wednesday night of sur| gical shock following the birth of a
j son at Knox Hospital. She was born
in Trenton. May 28, 1898. daughter of
j Joseph and Bertha (Smith) Mor. rison. She attended Trenton public
J schools and Ellsworth High School.
In May, 1920. she was married to
Ltwis C. Sturtevant of Pittsfield.
Mrs. Sturtevant was an ardent de
At the Congregational Church the votee of outdoor sports, and had a
morning service is at 1030 a. m.. and
the theme of the sermon by the pas wide circle of friends. Her death
tor. Rev. Corwin H. O'.ds. will be was a distinct shock to the whole
"Foundation Stcnes of a liberal community. She was a member of
Faith."
the executive board of the Thomaston
• • • •
trip through northern Maine, visiting j Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. K E.
At St. Peters Church <Episcopal), Nursing Association.
FRIENDSHIP
enroute B <xt er Park. Rlppogenus I Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. E J BeckBesides her parents, husband and j
Rev E. O Kenyon, rector, services
i ett. Mrs. Mary Caldwell, Charles
Dam and the White Mountains.
for tomorrow will be: Holy Com sou Joseph Edward, she is survived (
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McGarvey of Lundell. Frederick Young and Shelmunion at 730; Holy Eucharist and by four sisters, Mrs. Ida Estey of i Mrs Mary Caldwell of Newton
Highlands. Mass., whe has been visit 1 East Orange. N. J. and this town den Johnson. Games were enjoyed
sermon at 10 30; vespers at 7.30 p.m.;
Franklin; Mrs. Elsie Rogers of Town ; ing Mrs. E. J. Beckett the past four were callers Tuesday night at R. R. and various kinds of music served
The preacher will be Rev. Herbert
to further enlighten the party, rereturned home Wednesday. Thompson's.
Van Goenhoven, the rector of Hallo Hill; Mrs. Mary Annie Smith and. weeks,
fresments also adding their share to
Mrs. Charles Lundell and Gloria
Sheldon
Johnson
has
returned
to
Mrs.
Leila
M
Osgood
of
Ellsworth.
’
well.
• • • •
and one brother, Joseph Morrison of: Lundell of Union City. N. J., arrived Scranton. Penn., after spending two ; the general pleasure. Similar gatherIj ngs have been held nt F. H. 'Brad
At the First Baptist Church Rev. Ellsworth. A short service was held! Tuesday to pass the remainder of weeks with Dudley Bradford.
A farewell party was given recent ford's and R. R. Thompson's.
W. J. Day guest preacher, morning this morning at 9 o'clock at the Con the season here.
Mr. and Mrs. John Northcoti are ly £»' iJ. Hinckley Curtis and family
service Is 10.30. Subject "Wrecked gregational Church. Rev. Hubert F
Hammock tops, cushion covers,
Vessels;" Bible School for all classes Leach officiating. Services will be entertaining Miss Sarah Russ and who have been occupying the E. waterproof covers and waterproof
at 12 o'clock; Christian Endeavor at held this afternoon at 3 o'clock at the friend of New Bedford for two days. J. Beckett home. Those attending ing. Rockland Awning Co.. Inc Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. F H Bradford and were Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Bradford
630, leaders. Tfarbara Perry and Ellsworth Baptist Church and Rev.
62-T-tf
family departed Tuesday on a motor and family. Mr. and Mrs. R. R 1262-W—adv.
Maurice McKusick; evening service E- w- Parrar wl11 officiate,
J
I. .....
.
.... ...
at 7.30 when Mr. Day will speak on
“An Outstanding Man.”

Ambulance Service

AMBULANCE SERVICE

CARD OF THANKS

The Owl's Head Church Fair will
be held at the Community Building
Wednesday, Aug. 11. A meat loaf
and fish chowder supper will be
served at 6 o’clock. Children 20c and
8 Perry.
adults 36c—adv.
94-95

W. II. GLENDENNING, SR.

Campaign Flashes

TELS. 390 AND 781-11

361-365 MAIN ST.

■

ROCKLAND

no^1

£ ~

25% DISCOUNT
On Our Huge Stock Of
30%
SUMMER FURNITURE
EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR SPLENDID LINE OF SUMMER FURNITURE IS YOURS IF
TAKEN AT ONCE FOR 25 TO 30 PERCENT DISCOUNT

Store Wide August Discounts
On AH Furniture!!!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 980

3.

“RIVERS OF ICE”
Black Rapids Glacier In
Alaska Breaking All Speed
Limits

Every-OtKerDa?
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People and Spots in the Late News
T

In Early America It Grew Ocean Travelers Keep Sharp
Lookout—Tales of Other
Wild—Sir Walter Raleigh1!
Days
Valuable Discovery
Ocean travelers are again bn the
Potato raisers, one of the most im
portant agricultural classes in New J lookout for sea monsters, writes Mar-

A new "galloping" glacier is break
ing all speed limits. The Black Rap
ids Glacier, about 125 miles south of
Fairbanks. Alaska, has been reported
moving almost a mile a month in
stead of the more usual 10 to 20
yards.
“Just such a spurt of speed fright
ened mankind into a systematic
study of glaciers, which was insti
tuted only a century ago on the Aar
Glacier of Switzerland." says a bul
letin from the Washington. D. C.,
headquarters of the National Geog
raphic Society. "The task of count
ing glacier 'noses’ is not yet complete,
but they are known to be going their
sluggish way down the higher moun
tain peaks of every continent except
Australia. In the Alps alone. 2.000
have been tabulated.
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England today owe their position and 'shall Sprague in the New York
21
i 25
XM
livelihood to the forethought of John Times. Recent reports have it that
2b
AN
Young and his son David, Irish im a giant stingray measuring 50 feet
across
battled
the
freighter
Lewis
migrants to Worcester, Mass in 1718
30
32 ill
i 53
i Lupkenbach for two days in Mexican ,
It was this father and son. chased I waters; that*w*a 30-foot sea --ment
serpent
1
35
3M
3b 37
out of old Erin for their religious with a flowing red mane and din
opinions, who brought the lowly ner-plate eyes appeared briefly off j
Jb
39
CL
r
spud, already known as the "Irish" the Scottish coast; that Medlterran- j
m
A
1
1
Ml M2
MM
M5 Mb M7
potato, back to its native land from ean fishermen near Tripoli barely es
(Acme)
caped death at the hands—or horns '
XU
which Sir Walter Raleigh had pil —of a monster with mooselike ant- |
m&
M9 50
I 51
SENATE LEADER . . . Al(Wide Wo
ben W. Barkley, Kentucky,
fered It in the 16th century. The lers and elephant ears.
SPANISH FOE . . . Premier Mus
chosen by vote of 38 to 37
AA 53
52
5M W 55
i.v,
Massachusetts Federal Writers' ln
The reports seems in the best clas- |
solini reported ready to send 50,over Sen. Pat Harrison, Miss
isX
AA
000 Italian troops to Spain to aid
issippi, to assume Democratic
5b
NA 57
their new volume, "Massachusetts— sic tradition as established in 750 j
58
59
rebels if Fuehrer Hitler will pro
leadership left vacant by death
I
w
A Guide to Its Places and People." B.C. by Jonah's account of how aw
vide 25,000 German soldiers.
of Sen. Robinson.
Xw 61
bO
b3
ful it felt to be swallowed by a whale.
61
bM
Meanwhile, scores were reported
relate the story ln all its historic au
Ii
w
killed as rebels opened aerial
Tall monsters deserve tall tales. I
bombardment over Madrid.
b5
bb
■
thenticity minus the fringe of ro Aristotle was the first expert to de
b7
bB
mance
that
has
grown
about
the
tale.
scribe the sea serpent, which, he said, j
Nine National Parks Contain Gla70
69
In early America the potato grew had a way of cantering out of the 1
ciers
wild and in this State it was found Mediterranean now and then to chase
"Speclmens of these Ice Age sou
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
by Raleigh in 1554. For all his milt- fat cows around the Libyan desert.
venirs survive in six of the United '
1-Trifling
S3-Vlel«*ji'i
14-Decldes
Some
historians
claim
that
a
huge
j
tary
and
political
astuteness
that
States: Montana. Wyoming, Colora
8-Lies ungracefully 55-A prima donna
22- Profound
gentleman apparently was unaware suckfr-fish, not Cleopatra, led to j 15- Retain
do, Washington, Oregon and Cali
53-Near the stern
24-Fish eggs
of the importance of his find., as im- Antony's defeat at Actium in 31 B. C.
16- One who holds prop 57-Stigmatized
?5-Observed
fornia. Samples have been corraled
erty for another
59-To steep, as flax
portant a discovery as any made by j The sucker-fish -prevented Antony's
27-Oebt overdue
in ten national parks with the most
17- Because
30-Nickel (abbr.)
?9-Ceascd
flagship
from
going
forward
by
the
16th
century
explorers.
Raleigh
spectacular exhibits in Mt. -Rainier
18- Mid-day
31-Howls
S1-lre!and
clinging
to
the
hull
and
swimming
.
exhibited the potatoes, along with his
19- File-like tool
National Park, where 27 glaciers ex
62-ln the case of (Law) 23- Berate
captive Indians, to his 'Good Queen like mad in the opposite direction ' 20- Section of the Bible 34-Tellurfum (abbr.)
35-Stockbroker’s
tend their pale tentacles down the
'(abbr.)
abbreviation of
65-lsland In N Atlantic
Bess" and then sent them to his The great Roman naturalist, Pliny 1
single peak; and in Glacier National]
21- Setd covering
Ocean ,
•
silver
the
elder,
contributed
to
science
by
Irish
estates.
As
an
experiment
his
Park, where 60 small glaciers lie.'
23-Salt of nitrous acid 67-More .bpisterous
37- A compass point
declaring
in
70
A
D
that
the
Greeks
j
retainers planted the vegetable and
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stuck it out in Worcester caring for friends that it was nothing but a
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cier doming Antarctica with an ice
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into the conflict. When the German
their potatoes which thrived in the seal..
cap of great thickness. Here an area________________________________
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polka dots. The foot of Malaspina than ten glaciers, although it is vol-1
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is iced over, with such giant ice
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30-mile front in Alaska, bears so ciers are frequently tucked into the
Magnus.
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favorite
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was
as
Those who left Worcester to settle ln
Beardmore Glacier, 10 to 20 miles
RiE P EL N'T
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much debris that a thriving forest pockets of quiet volcanic peaks in How Foch Outwitted the Foe other towns took along seedlings as big as an island. A party of men I ploded under water and suddenly
ST E P
o'
wide and 125 miles long. The gla
SI
R cls|r
has taken root on it. A glacier the Andes; and at Cerro Alto, in j
and Started the German*’ surely as they did their household landed upon it. believing it unchar' ?d a great serpent 65 feet long came ’
D i
1
cial superiority of Antarctica is ap
£
wriggling
up
to
the
surface."
Some
buried under its moraine in North ' Ecuador, a glacier has taken pos- j
country. They built a roaring fire
furnishings.
preciated in contrast with the size
“
Ebb
Tide
”
Greenland is now covered with session of a second-hand crater.
At first the newly repatriated and when the whale felt the heat it authorities say that the freighter
of glaciers elsewhere, most of which
"A roll call of glacial giants would
mosses and grass, and in summer is
vegetable
was considered a luxury, sank and all the men perished The carried, among other things, a feUi cently that "at least 40 per cent of
, _ .
, One of the vital blows of the
have a fraction of a mile as the
dotted with dandelions, poppies, and bring up the names of Pamir Glaserved only to honored guests or on eyes of the whale are so large that 15 \ alligators for an English zoo.
them are true,"
largest dimension.
buttercups. Hidden Glacier in Alas cier. in the Himalayas, possibly 100 w,orld War was the master-stroke of
Though no sea serpent has even
special occasions. Eventually, as the men may sit in the room of them,
It's got to the point," he added,
Glaciers
Covered With
Colored ka is concealed beneath what ap- miles long; Hubbard Glacierin I Marshal Ferdinand Foch. who
tricked
been captured, scientists refuse to "where listeners raise a knowing eye
Irish became accepted by their neigh and sometimes 20.”
Stripes, Forests and Dandelions pears to be a normal landscape until ‘ Alaska. 90 miles long and in places the enemy by a surprise move on the bors, the secret of their noble food
In 1555 A D the good Archbishop state flatly that it does not exist,-J brow at every fish yarn they hear. A
"Many are so small that they can melting ice allows the soil to sink in 10 miles wide; and the ice cap of event of jU[y jg jgjg which led to staple leaked out. By the Revolution warned natives of the seacoast to The waters of the world remain story-teller has two strikes on him
be distinguished from glorified snow- 'kettle holes.'
Svalbard iSpitzbergen.i
# brilliant victory. Already halted potatoes were in the ground all over 'beware of the mighty sea serpent tergely unexplored and every day ; before he starts. Trouble is, there
drifts only by their motion. For
"Moraines give colorful variety to
“The method of a glacier's growth
that lives in the water-caves. It is brings to light a new creature Qf are so many things about water life
glaciers, although composed of brlt- glacial styles. The usual conserva- is more spectacular than the mightytheir advance on Pans lhe °*r' New England and a few years later
potato culture entered on an era of 200 feet long and 20 feet thick and some sort As it is. there would seeing people don't know that many very
tle ice weighing tons per square yard tive model is a snowy white patch or oak-from-little-acorn contrast. For mans occupied a deep triangle, the
expansion that eventually put the it feeds on calves, lambs and tender j to be enough established sea mon- j probable stories sound fantastic.”
and rocklike with a crystalline struc- strip on a mountainsid°. but some the huge ice rivers are merely over- western point of which rested on United States ln the lead as the children. It has sharp scales along sters to keep us supplied with tales. 1
The 100-foot rorquar whale, the 65- f
ture similar to marble, actually move are glittering blue-green with dark- grown colonies of snowflakes, which the Marne at Chateau-Thierry, with greatest potato growing country in its back and flaming eyes."
MARTINSVILLE
with a mysterious flow and not with j er gashes in crevasses Dark belts have become compact granular ice. I its eastern points at Soissons and the world.
foot basking shark, the giant squldr- 1
a slide like an avalanche of snow. I of debris sketch in stripes either For this reason, glacial ice and ice-;
Cne
of
the
most
highly
respecctn
these monsters would sniff in scorn
At the Baptist Church Sunt
The history of the lowly potato is
Markers on the surface reveal that crosswise or lengthwise Variegated bergs are not salty, as are the Ice Rhelms Each slde of th<> triangle
only one of the fascinating tales to sea serpents was that reported in at the timid sea serpent with its j at 10 45 the speaker will be Jo
the ice rivers 'flow' more rapidly in Glacier in Alaska has stripes of red. floes of frozen sea water.
measured approximately 30 miles.
Buyse Mr Buyse is a missiona
be found in the 500-page Massachu 1734 by a Norwegian pastor Hans small head, tapering neck, high-set , under the Africa Inland Mission
Foch secretly moved three divisgirlish
brown
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and
fondness
for,
I
the center than on the sides, faster red. black, purple, green, orange,
Egede,
who
stated:
"We
were
off
setts Guide. The book is to be pubBelgian Congo. There will be spec
ASTHMA STATION HERE
on top than beneath.
But rapid and clear ice. The Baltoro Glacier
1 ions to Villers-Cotterets, a wooded lished late this month by Houghton Greenland on July 6 when appeared fruit salad.
music. Sunday School will meet
movement for a glacier is usually of the Hindu Kush has fifteen mo
However, mere size is no measure | 1145. The evening service will be
Hayfever and asthma sufferers sP°l from which he planned to pierce Mifflin Company as part of the a very terrible sea monster which
slower than slow motion, for the rate raines. each of a different color.
raised
Itself
so
high
out
of
water
that
of
viciousness. The 20-foot men-eat- the Port Clyde Baptist chapel at
will know scientifically, what places the northern side of the salient and American Guide Series on which
o'clock.
“The continental glacier or ice cap
is measured in inches per day. Some
are best for them in Maine, if tests, split the Germain armies in twain. Federal Writers’ in every state are its head reached above our mainmast. ’ ing white sharks, the small killer
of
Greenland
is
a
vast
waste
of
daz

runaways may cover 30 feet in a day,
It had long, sharp snout, and blew whales and the 15-foot swordfish are
started yesterday by Dr. Charles B The peril lay in a possible discovery now at work.
like Childs Glacier in Alaska, but zling whjte. second in size only to Sylvester of Portland, prove success of his plan by the enemy. His strat
like a whale, had broad large flap- ■ the real gangsters of the deep.
-n
In contradiction to
most of them would keep pace with Antarctica.
pers,
and
the
body
was
covered
with
'
The
average
fish
story,
experts
ful Dr. Sylvester, co-operating with egy proved perfect.
NORTH HAVEN
their names, more than half of
hard skin. The low part was formed maintain, should not be taken lit-'
the hour hand of a watch.
Forced night marches over roads
the Maine Bureau of Health, set
“The majority of glaciers are Greenland is white with ice. while
like a snake and, when under water erally, but, then it should not b» ig
about establishing 10 experimental jammed with troops, artillery and
melting more rapidly than their rate Iceland is only about one-eighth
Harold Beverage of the Radio Corp, again, it cast itself backward and. in nored entirely either. Charles E.
tanks
and
under
cover
of
a
dense
stations in widely-scattered Maine
of advance. Nunatak Glacier in the snowed under. The smaller island
of New York City is visiting hls so doing, raised its tail above water Jackson, supreme judge of the Hook;-has"about *120 known giaciers. whiie clties and lowns for d««mlning the j forest brought the attacking troops,
mother at hls former home. Miss a whole ship length from its body." Line and Sinker Club, asserted re-1Yukon receded six miles in 25 years.
amount of atmospheric pollen in the , composed of the First and Second
Egede denied that his serpentI
Sareta Beverage who is employed ln
Ulecillewaet in Canada retreats more Greenland's central ice dome pushes
air. Early tests will concentrate on , Divisions of American Regulars and
government offices in Washington is threatened violence, a technical error
reluctantly—a tenth of a mile in 14 in all directions toward the sea in
ragweed, known irritant to hay fever a Moroccan division to the point of
200 different glaciers.
years.
„
. .
.. „
.. and asthma victims. Stations will , attack. The Second Division In also at her home for an annual va in the art of sea monster reportage
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
“
Glaciers
flourish
virtually
on
the
hp
maint»ineri nt
,
J of Ma- cation.
“Although glaciers furnish rather
that never appeared in the tales of
oe maintained
at Pre<^,»>
Presque Rip
isle, j eluded
the Fourth Brigade
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON
Mrs. Alice Arey and Ruth Hill of Denys de Montfort. This French
primitive
transportation,
many Equator. wherever peaks are high Greenville, Kineo Mountain. Poland ' rines, which had already won fame at
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
hitch-hiking boulders ride on them. enough. The very tip-top of Africa. Spring York Harbor. Southport. Belleau Wood.
Vinalhaven were callers at the par man's specialty was the giant squid,
(Subject To Changfe Without Notice)
(Eastern Standard Time)
sonage recently.
Belts of rocky debris, or moraines, Mount Kilimanjaro (19.710 feeti ini Machias, Rockland and Boothbay
the eight-armed mollusk with ten
Following
a
burst
of
artillery
flre,
decorate them with flowing stripes or 1 Tanganyika, is girdled with no less HarbQI__________________________
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
The second concert by the North tacles sometimes reaching a length
the Fifth Marines made their initial
affective June 2lst to September 15th Inclusive
Haven Band was given Monday on of 85 feet. In 1800 the squid was
Read Down
attack on July 18, under a terrific
the lawn of the doctor's residence. Just beginning to emerge from the
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
enemy counter-barrage, and carried
cept Sunday Only
The band went to Rockport Wednes mythical into the actual.
cept Sundav Only
position after position.
So swift
A.M. P.M. A M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
day afternoon to have a part in the
De Montfort's first account—about
were the movements of the Allied
4.30
2.15
8.00
Lv.
ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
carnival.
a squid which nearly capsized a
5.40
3.30
9.10
Lv.
NORTH
HAVEN,
forces that the Oerman lines
Ar. 10.55 BOO 4 35
Marguerite Gillis returned Tuesday three masted schooner by grasping
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
crumpled under the strain, and town
from Knox Hospital.
J.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
the masts ln its arms—attracted so
Lv. 8.45
3.15
after town was captured. A general
Read UP
Church Notes
much attention that he described
withdrawal was begun by the enemy
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W S. WHITE
At the Pulpit Harbor Church serv next how a school of squids sank
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
who fought stubbornly to maintain
ices Sunday will be at 10.30 standard. four English merchants ships and
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
his position.
The pastor will preach. There were six men-of-war in the West Indies.
A.M. P.M. AM.
A.3L P.M. P.M.
Pressing forward on the 19th. the 39 present last Sunday.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
Before the tale could take its proper
Americans and Moroccans swept for
5.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN.
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
The women have
thoroughly place in sea-monstej history the ships
88-T-S-tf
ward to new objectives, delivering cleaned the church for the summer
arrived safely in port. They had
what proved to be a crushing blow. services.
been delayed by a series of storms.
During the battle the Second Divis
By action of the church at its re
Giant squids are the favorite food
ion alone advanced over six miles, cent business meeting, the matter of
of the sperm whale, a fact that ac
captured 3,000 prisoners, 11 batteries Sunday night services ln August was
counts for many reported "battles"
of artillery, and more than 100 ma considered and left to the pastor's between whales and sea serpents.
RATES:
chine gunes with other weapons and judgment.
The great aenacles of a squid
S.ngle *2»-J«-3t»
supplies.
to Your hotel in BOSTON
The annual church fair by the wrapped around a whale might look
Double
53»-4«-4U
A f»w weeks earlier the enemy's ad Unity Guild will be held Thursday on like a death grip. Actually, squids
vance had been brought to a dead the parsonage lawn. Special effort do little damage to whales. They
All AOOMJ WITH BATH
500 Rooms
Special wrddy ratal
stop by the valorous Second Division has been exerted to make the fair just hang on foolishly until the
at Belleau Wood—a primary reason the success it has alway been, and whales eat them up.
RADIO
why Foch chose them as the spear which has enabled the church to
• • • •
SERVIDOR
head of his attack. The Battle of keep its properties in repair and meet With the squid question settled,
TUB-.SHOWER
Soissons started the ebb tide of Ger its budget. There will be the sale of serpents have monopolized sea mon
man
hosts
which
thenceforth
was
the usual articles, linen household ster reports of the past half-century.
Cool, clear, pine-scented air—5,000 acres to romp over—an 18-hole private golf
MANGER
never to stop receding until they had articles, candy. If stormy Thursday, Of many thousand successful sea ser
course at your front door—excellent horses and miles of bridle paths—tenniscrossed
the
Rhine.
the fair will be held Friday. The pent seers, none has been blessed
bathing arid sandy beaches. Two delightful . ..... Is, Poland Spring House—Man
« NORTH STATION
president of Unity Guild is Miss Jen with a sight comparable to that
sion House—open May to November—write todayfor Booklet. Address either hotel,
*4 STEP •from your TRAIN' toyovr ROOM ’
Hammock tops, cushion covers, nie O. Beverage; vice president, Mrs. which met the eyes of A. H. Raymer,
Poland Spripg, Maine.
waterproof covers and waterproof Eva Crabtree; secretary, Mrs. Stella second officer of the steamer Fort
ing. Rockland Awning Co.. Inc. Tel. Whitmore; and treasurer, Mrs. Ma Salisbury, on Oct. 28. 1902. .Looking
HOME OF THE FAMOUS Poland Water
1262.-W.—adv,
62-T-tf
out upon the dark Atlantic, he saw
bel Stone.
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Rev. and Mrs. Ambrose Bailey of
Warrenton and Oak streets have
Have Replaced the Grim Bat been treated to a coat of tar and now Lowell, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Alice
Will Have a Prominent Part
the Oak street ledge is being re T. Trussell.
tlefields Once Seen At moved preparatory to straightening
In the Forthcoming Poul
Mrs. Evie Ellis has returned to
curves.
Montfaucon
Bowling
Green, Ky., after spending
\XXz
try Show
Edwin Hall of Warrenton Park at
X>;‘OC
several
weeks
with her mother Mrs.
' On August first, Americans and tended the yacht races last Saturday Electa Hopkins.
Maine Poultrymen will take, a
| ir. Newport.
French war veterans, including Gen- J
prominent part in the annual poultry
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burk and
Mr. anJ Mrs. Llewellyn Prmeroy ot
school scheduled at the College of
eral John J. Pershing and Marshal An(jover Mass, have been guests this ! daughter of Augusta passed the
Petain. will gather at Montfaucon,, weck ol Mr. and Mrs. E. B Hall
Agriculture for Aug. 23 and 24 The
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Merton
northeastern France, to dedicate a 1 Maurice Oorden and bride of Bos- Anthony.
general program will feature egg
monument to American troops who ton have been at Sea View Cabin#
marketihg. poultry feeding and poul
Mr. and Mrs. A K Box of Pulaski,
fought in the great Meuse-Argonne }l.s part of their wedding trip. Jack
try management. On the program to
battle in the World War. The hill- 'Miller who was often a companion N. Y„ and Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Stuart
discuss marketing are Messrs. Lettie
top monument, a fluted marble col- of Mr. Gorden on visits here, is now of Brookline. Mass, have rented Fred
umn 180 feet high, capped by a fig- a patient at a Boston hospital,
Berry of Bowdoinham. Clyde Dag
Waldo's house for the month of Au
ure of Liberty, is the largest of the,
a d
gett of Wells and Donald Hatch of
_war
T_W memorials erected u..
<4 j AMrs
Fred Packard and Mrs A. R. gust.
by the tt
United
h4«««h
Auburn. To lead the discussion on
Fred Waldo entertained at dinner
States Government ln Europe. An
international radio hookup will carry S da>, 1 Mr and M C E ° g' last Saturday. Miss Joy Miller of To
feeds and feeding are Messrs. Poster
an address by President Franklin or>' bl '
Jameson of Waldoboro. T. A. Mur
ronto, Canada, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
D. Roosevelt, which will be followed Mr, and Mrs. Charles Frohock of
ray of Hampden, Chester Strout of
by a speech by President Lebrun of Lincolnville recently visited Mrs. Phinney of Stoughton, Mass., and
Garland and Prank Lord of Kezar
Edith Duncan.
Wilfred Balano of Staten Island,
France.
Palls. Those discussing poultry man
"The Montfaucon memorial marks Mrs. Lornia Hopkins of Lincoln N. Y.
the completion of the work done by ville has been spending the week with
agement are Messrs. Harry Sanborn
The Baptist circle held its mid
the American Battle Monuments her sister, Mrs. Edith Duncan.
of West Baldwin, Walter Spear of
summer sale Wednesday at the Li
Miss
Barbara
Murray
passed
last
Comission to commemorate major
1 isbon Palls, Edwin Bridges and Way
activities of the American Army and weekend with her aunt. Mrs. E. B. brary.
Davis of Newfield. This is a new
Mrs. Rodney Davis entertained the
Navy in the World War." says a bulle Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Philbrick Willing Workers Tuesday night.
type of program but the manage
tin from Washington. D. C. head
quarters of the National Geographic and Miss Mabel Whitney of Hamp
ment feels sure that the above grohp
Allan B. Craven and friends of Bos
Society.
den were guests Thuisday of Mr and ton have been occupying the Fo'of men will lend much to the p»oRuined Town of Montfaucon Rebuilt Mrs. C. E. Gregory.
gram that will be of interest to all
Caatle the past week.
"Since the War. the Commission' Mr. and Mrs. E B. Hall, with their
poultrymen in the State.
The Misses Collamore of Portland
has erected 11 impressive monuments.' guests Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Pom-1
Out of State speakers include Pro
are
guests of Mrs. Charles Monroe
chiefly on battlefields where Ameri eroy of Andover, Mass, motored to
fessor O. T. Klein from Massachu
and Mrs Fannie Davis.
cans fell. It has also erected me
morial chapels ln the eight American Cadillac Mountain recently.
setts State College and formerly of
Miss Elizabeth Coffin who has had J
military cemeteries in France. Belthe Poultry Department of Kansas
employment in Massachusetts the
1 gium. and England . where sle”p
RAZOR VII.L.F
past year was recent guest of Mrs.
State College, who will give three
mer® than 30.000 members of the
talks on poultry management, one
AEF.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ptman and Lillian Coffin. Miss Coffin is a pa
cn egg marketing and one on poultry
I "From the observation balcony ofidaughter Thelma of Malden. Mass, tient at Rest Haven in Rockland.
the tall Meuse-Argonne war monu- with Mr. and Mrs. Whitman, spent
Mrs. Harlan Hupper and son Mar
feeding. In addition to this, he will
■ ments one looks down today on the ; last weekend with Wilbur Pitman,
vin of Glenmere spent Wednesday
plan to meet the turkey growers to
led-roofed, white houses of the re-! Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnston Jr. with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
inform them of steps being taken to
built town of Montfaucon. replanted of Fortland were recent visitors in
Ulysses Davis.
organize a New England turkey
fields, green and yellow with grain, town
Chester Marshall went Tuesday in
and gleaming white crosses in th? Willard Howard and Donald Mcgrowers' association.
vast American cemetery at Ro- ! Edwards of Union were callers last j hls yacht to Newport, R. I., to attend
Cleveland Gilchrest, who is man
mange-sous-Montfaucon. about Ave Saturday at Edith Overlock's.
ager of the Derry, New Hampshire
miles northwest of the town. Mor» Cecil Bradstreet is adding a story the races, accompanied by Jack
Cushman of this place and Chester
Eg Auction will discuss egg quality
than 14,000 Americans are buried to his house.
there.
as knows it from this angle. Mr.
Mr and Mrs. Jesse Rhoades made Bishop of New York.
"Most of them fell in the big allied a visit Sunday at Mrs. Rose EoynMr. and Mrs. Warren P Doughty
Gilchrest was formerly manager of
(center) with two Gull men. . . . llarry A, Miller
“BIG ED” WINTERGUST (upper left) who has
Meuse-Argonne
offensive.
which ton’s.
the Brockton, Mass., Egg Auction.
(left), famous engine builder, and Ii. M. Welker,
been friendly to auto racing drivers for nearly two
ended in the final victory of the Mrs. Blanche Johnston. Mrs. Mar and family of Albany. N. Y„ are
Harold Rotzel is a poultryman from
lubrication engineer. Mr. Wintergust is shown
World War. Thousands of American tha Hayward and Joan Hayward spending two weeks with Mrs. Ches
decades, has been named racing representative
troops were concentrated in this spent a few days at Pemaquid this ter Marshall at Lands End.
with his familiar cane in the other lower view as
West Medway, Mass., and incidental
for the Gulf Oil Corporation. Although he did
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"Big Ed” Wintergust to Represent Gulf
At Automobile Racing Events
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TODAY’S GAS IS

One .Spot
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Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

It’s too hot to shop

the town so the town
comes straight to

Gregory’s

Cote’s Magic Water

Can be
Used
For

HE new modern day
GASSTTINE makes oldfashioned gas as “Old Hat'*
as last week's newspaper.

T

This Improved motor fuel
provides both power and protection to your high speed
'
°
motor . . . ror GAS QU- INE is
not GAS alone . . . not OIL
alone ... but a skillful blend
of both.
The GAS In GAS oTT INE is
the finest Tydo, ever pro
duced. The OIL is heatresistant and penetrating.
Working together, the GAS
and the OIL constantly
_
.< _
. ,,
smooth the action of all upper-cylinder parts . . . improve motor condition ...and
give you full power per mile
and full mileage per gallon,
Get GAS oil INE, today!

PRODUCT OP TIDE WATIP ARROCIATCO OIL COMPANY

SOLD ONLY BY
TYDOl DEALERS
- ‘J”"/;-? -v
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BRICK, cement, plastering and rock Rlnes Storer. Admx.
There was an unusually large at
Taylor and also visiting other rel Taunton, Mass., recently visited Mr. open at 7.30 p. m. and the .-•how will
work painting of all kinds. Ca'.l A W
Stuart of Brookline. Mass., are at atives.
ESTATE HELEN M LYDDIE. late of
start promptly at 8 o clock. Cyrnmon92-tf Rockland, deceased Petition for Ad
Men's high grade furnishings and tendance at Union Church supper GRAY. Tel 8533 .
and Mrs. Thomas Messer.
Fred Waldos home ln Port Clyde
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
of
Rhode
LADiES Reiiabie hair goods at Ro:k- ministration. asking that Frank S LydIslnnri with n nnrtv
nreunvino
Mr and Mrs David Luce of New, sense prices Adults a5c and Chil- shoes and quality footwear for women Thursday. Housekeepers were Mrs.
for the month of August.
Miss Frances Howard's house ' for York City were in town recently to jdron 15c. I ntlrely new show tills are toeing sold at perfectly amazing Scott Littlefield. Mrs. Frank Winslow. iSruitcd^iLT lUIODraSTefia5i9-}d'“r’ die of Rockland, or some other suitable
i person be appointed Admr., without
St. John's Auxiliary will sponsor
low prices at "Lindsey's," formerly the ]Mrs- Boy Nickerson and Edith _____________________________ ____ 92-tf bond
several weeks
cal’ on oldtime friends and neighbors. year.
a public supper Wednesday in the
ESTATE NANCY H SPEAR, late of
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
Thomas Winston and son are enjjrs. Stella Kirkpatrick who has "Uncle Ezra" appears in person at Levi Seavey Clothing Store, Watts Nickerson.
Petition for Dis
and delivered. Prompt service Lawn Warren, deceased.
Parish hall at 6 o’clock.
tertaining friends from Pennsylvania been visiting several weeks with Mrs. every performance—adv.
Block. Thomaston.—adv.
Elliott Hall is in Springfield. N. J., roller to let CRIE HARDWARE CO, tribution. presented by Abbie R Storer
Harold White of Auburn is visit a deep sea fishing trip being one
of 8an Leandro. Calif.. Admx.
and is associated with the Western ,
tou, H®cltland Hardware Co.)
Lila Burrill returned Thursday to
feature on the program.
ESTATE ISABEI.LE DORR, late of
rei 791, Rockland.
92-tf
ing Fred Jealous.
Clark
have
returned
to
their
farm
Electric
Co.
Camden, deceased. Petition for AdmlnProf.
Leland
Hemenway
and
family
New
York.
• • • •
VINALHAVEN
l
lstratlon.
asking that
Everett
R
of Massachusetts are visiting his ■ Mrs. Edward S. Ames and daughter home for a few weeks stay. Mrs.
Lyford Aldrich has returned to Ni
Grieve of Camden, or some other suit
Sails to Yarmouth
parents. Mr. and Mrs. D C. Hemen-! Margaret and Mrs. R. Beechy of Co- Leach and daughter of Bangor have
able person be appointed Admr.. wlthAt the 11 o'clock service at Union agara, N. Y.
The four-masted barkentine Reine a. y.
I out bond
;
Summer
Cottages
’
been their guests for several days.
Mrs.
Winona
Peterson
is
in
War

Church,
Sunday
Rev.
Arthur
Leigh
lumbus,
Ohio,
who
have
been
at
the
’
ESTATE JOHN OTIS, late ot WorcesMarie Stewart, the last of the Dunn
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Hart are
Myron Harrington, with his daugh will use as text, the third series of ren.
I ter^ Mass. deceased. Petition for Li
& Elliot fleet, sailed at 5 o'clock receiving congratulation on the birth home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant
cense to Sell certain real estate, sltter Thelma, and son Robert of Bal “Gates of the City." There will be
Mrs Etta 'Wright, granddaughter
TWO furnished cottages
to —
let_____
atuated
uatedln In8t.StGeorge,
Oeorge.and
andfully
fullydescribed
described
---Thursday night for Yarmouth, N. S. of a son—Davil Irving. Mother and for a week, are now visiting friends
Hosmer Pond, by week, month or sea- i In said Petition, presented by Alan L
child are being cared fcr by Mrs. F. in Washington.
boa
Height.
Canal
Zone,
and
Miss
a
childrens
concert
at
6.30.
Ethel
Moran
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Toivo
The barkentine was built by Dunn Berry Gould of South Union.
son Tel. 671-J. EDWIN A DEAN. Rock- Bird of Rockland. Admr
Mr. and Mrs. Carlo Nicolotti. who Holmstrom and children of Boston -aud 90-95 1 ESTATE GEORGE R. CAZALLI8. late
Mis., Ruby Merrifield is employed i Mrs Walter H111 and children Wh° Doris Bentley of Albany. N. Y. who
& Elliot and was launched from their
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce ol Cushing, deceased. Petition for Llshipyard in November. 1919. It was at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James Lave been visiting relatives here re- have been guests of Mr. and .Mrs. have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. are enjoying a vacation in town.
Island, on salt water, connected cense to Sell certain Real Estate, sit
Mrs. William Fraser (Thelma Mul Head
j turned Thursday to Ludlow, Mass.. Charles C. Cameron, have returned William Bernhardt at Shoree Acres,
uated In said Cushing, and fully de
with mainland by bridge, Tel. 853-13
used until 1928 for coastwise and Cousins.
len) entertained the Economy Chib
but
will
come
again
later
in
the
46-tf scribed ln said Petition, presented by
returned
Saturday
to
Saugus.
Mass.
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Stella
Kirkforeign trade, and since then had
Lizzie E. Young of Cushing, Exx.
Harold Gould of Springfield. Mass., Thursday at a movie party.
ESTATE JOSEPHINE C. COLLAMORE.
been tied up at the Dunn & Elliot and Donald Hewiston of Auburn, all! Patrick who passed several weeks month for another visit in this State.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Norton, son and Mrs. Charles V. Shields (Cleo late ol Rockport, deceased. First and
Mr. Harrington is an employe in the ls visiting his uncle Frank Winslow.
except Mrs. Sweeney having been i with friends here.
wharf.
Drew
I
died
Tuesday
at
Maine
Gen’
b?
aFra,nTHn,InPgrah?me.C‘ Admr.allowance
Kenneth Black who has been guest Eben and Mr. and Mrs. Matt Glavin
In 1935, it was sold to Durham Nav on board for the past several weeks j Mrs. Lena Moody entertained a Canal Zone postal sevice.
of Dedham, Mass., are at the Fifield eral Hospital in Portland. The body
of
hts
mother
Mrs.
J.
S.
Black
went
witness, harry e wilbur Esquire
____________
I
party
of
friends
Tuesday
in
honor
of
igation Corp, of New York, and was
Men's high grade furnishings and Saturday to Chattanooga. Tenn.
was brought here Wednesday and ^Xnd.PMa?ne C°Urt f°r Kn°X C°Unty
Bungalow.
Men's high grade furnishings and ! Mrs. Elsie Stewart's birthday.
recently bought by Capt. R. A. Macshoes
and
quality
footwear
for
women
Mrs.
Arthur
Melin
and
Mrs.
Axel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
L.
Schellens
and
with a committal service at the g rave : Attest;
Mrs. Isaac Lidstone was a recent
Lean of Chatham. N. B. After exten shoes and quality footwear for women
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
are toeing sold at perfectly amazing son Peter of Ridgewood, N. J., were Schylander of New York are guests I by Rev. Arthur Leigh, pastor of the
are
being
sold
at
perfectly
amazing
guest
of
Mrs.
Lela
Haskell.
91-S-97
sive repairs, the barkentine will again
low
prices
at
“
Lindsey
’
s,"
formerly
the
of
their
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
'
Union
Church,
interment
was
made
guests
Wednesday
of
Miss
Sara
Bun

Miss Lillian Messer who has been
be used for coastwise and foreign low prices at "Lindsey's," formerly the
Levi
Seavey
Clothing
Store.
Watts
ker.
Larsen.
i in John Carver cemetery.
Levi Seavey Clothing Store, Watts visiting at the home of Mrs. Albert
trade.
A. B. Vinal and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Little of BosMr. and Mrs. T. J. McKenna ar3
Nyc in Gardiner has returned home. Block. Thomaston —adv.
She was towed by two freighters, Block. Thomaston —adv.
Mark P. Smith of Boston are ex ton are at the home of Mrr. Elizabeth enjoying a vacation in town and
Roland
Sayward
and
family
of
the Shanalian and Accuracy, loaded
Uikquhart.
meeting oldtime friends.
pected to arrive Tuesday.
Springfield. Mass., who spent a vaca
TENANTS HARBOR
D’iNTAL NOTICE!
with alewives from Bucksport. Those
Robert Littlefield has returned
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Smith entertion
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
SayDuring
Spring
and
Summer
will
who sailed on the trip were Capt.
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinalha
Malcolm, son of Mr. and Mrs. Her tained at dinner Tuesday Mr. and I from a trip to Canada.
and Mrs MacLean, daughter, Miss make appointments for Tuesdays and ward have returned home.
bert Pierson, suffered a broken arm Mrs. R. Mont Arey of Rochester. The class of 1938 will hold a public ven office from the arrival of the
Fridays. Notify in advance if possible.
The
Vacation
Bible
School
ls
well
Erma and son Roy; Mrs. Lawrence
DR. J. II. DAMON, Dentist
supper Tuesday at Union Church boat Monday afternoon. Aug. 9 until
attended, children taking an active Wednesday in a fall from a friend's N. Y.
Sweeney
of Yarmouth,
Daniel
pony. He was taken to Knox Hospital
Over Newberry's 5c and 10c Store
vestry.
its departure Wednesday morning.—
The
Mother
and
Daughter
Club
interest.
for treatment and was able to return
OKeefe of Rochester, N. Y.. Donald: Tel. 415.5V,
Rockland, Me.
Vivian Herbert, infant ?on of Mr. adv,
i
motored Wednesday to North HaMrs Mary Clark and son Robert home the same night.
Macomber, Jr, of Squantum, Mass,1
44-45&Ttf
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®SOC* ETY
Mrs. Helen Johnson, Mrs. Inez
Bronkie, Mrs. Gladys Hamlin and
Mrs. Laura Ranlett were among the
attendants at the Department and
council meeting of the V.F.W. Aux
iliary, recently held at Gardiner.
Flans were completed for the National
Convention, to be held the last of
this month, at (Buffalo, N. Y.
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Realm of
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if Gladyi St. Clair Htistad

Now Showing

CROS-TICS
ROUND TOP

/FARMS

IUNID VAILS
HOI.DIS

SOLVING A HEALTH,
HAPPINESS ANO ECONOMY
PROBLEM. IT’S FUN TO
SOLVE tAOS-TICS.RE
ARRANGE THE LETTERS
Of EACH LINE 10 FORM A
SEVEN WORD SENTENCE.

Winner of last weeks Cros-Tic
MRS. FRANCES WEED
11 Pleasant Street,

City

ONCE SUM

Among recent publications is “The ( cle on Toscanini to appear in fall [
NEO
Story of Cheerio. By Himself.'' (from issue of “Vogue."
Returns to America the middle of
the press of the Garden City Publish October for another concert and J
ing Company, Garden City. N. Y.) operatic tour.
•• ••
In this book that popular broad
James J. O'Hara returned this
I
was
heartened
by a delightful
caster whose morning messages greet ,
Assures safe milk. We
Nancy Howard and Dorothy How
call from James O'Hara of Boston.
morning to his Boston duties follow
and
cheer
numberless
shut-ins
tells
,
Jimmy as he is known to his many
ard
have
returned
from
a
visit
in
ing a several days’ visit with old
the story of his life, and of the1 friends is happily situated in broad
take every precaution to
friends in this his former home city. Melrose, their brother Perry remain
growth
and activity of the “Cheerio' casting work and also lias a perma
ing
for
a
longer
stay.
Mr. O'Hara is now staff organist of
guarantee you a safe
Exchange” during the past decade. nent church position. One of his
favorite broadcast programs is the
WCOP with Sunday organ engage
A
reviewer
says
that
it
is
an
inter

The Rockland Society for the Hard
arrangement of a symphonic period
FUR STORAGE AND REPAIRS
milk supply.
ments at a West Roxbury church. of Hearing will picnic next Wednes
esting story “on two distinct counts: prefaced with informative and analy
16
School
St.
Odd
Fellows
Block
Tel.
541
Rockland
for
his
radio
audience
will
be
inter

tical
comments.
Mr.
O'Hara
is
look

day at Mrs. iBessie Hewett's home,
Mrs. O. K. Merrill returned
ANSWER TO CROS-TICS NO 8
ested in the personal chronicle, even ing particularly well—has taken on
Camden street.
Those wishing
Our Milk is Safe Milk
90-tf
weight which is vastly becoming.
Thursday to her home on Broadway
though the chronicler's name is never
Friendly sincere intelligent service is
• • • •
transportation please communicate
after a visit with her son ln Glens with Mrs. Gladys Thomas.
our
way.
revealed; and the public which is The serious musician will be In
not so well acquainted with the terested ln a new series of sonata
Falls, N. Y. She also visited Mrs.
Cheerio broadcast will be Interested recitals which take place on Wednes
Nellie Follett in Boston, and J. Ar
Miss Geraldine Norton is the guest
—and probably surprised and de days. from 3.45 to 4 15 p. m.. over the
thur Holt and family in Wollaston, of relatives in Newport, R. I.
lighted—to learn of the wide field Columbia network, by Nicolai BeMass., who wished to be remembered
Miss Beth Hager Tells of of this useful human work. And rezowsky. violinist, and Emanuel Bay,
there is so much candor and pleas
to their many Rockland friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ellis and
The series started Wednes
Wearing Fur Coats and ant humor in the story's telling that I pianist.
day, Aug. 4. The balance of the
daughter Betty of Somerville. Mass,
Mrs E. M. ©Neil is chairman of
the book makes interesting reading.” j month's-schedule follows:
Gasping In Temperature Cheerio began his broadcasting in I
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall are are vacationing at Coopers Beach and the unusual arrangements of arti
Aug. 11: Sonata ln E flat major.
glorying in their first acquaintance ficially treated flowers, fruits, vegea small way in San Francisco—hav Opus 1. by Richard Strauss
spending the weekend in Pittston.
Of 114
tables, and grasses. From her display
75 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 6S2
ing
been
accustomed
to
giving)
a
with Maine's soenic beauties.
Aug. 18: Sonata ln G major. Opus
nature lovers will gain many new
cheerful
morning
greeting
to
a
78. by Brahms. Sonata in A minor.
ia
ideas that can be jotted down and | Miss Beth Hagar has returned from
Miss Alice Malone of New York is
friend who was ill, and accustomed,
Mrs. Ira Hewison. who with her son used in their own homes.
a trip to Alaska, with glowing descrip too. to writing verses and plays and Opus 137. No. 2 list movement) by
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Nagle,
• • • •
Schubert.
Melbourne , has been aboard the
tions of a wonderful country.
taking part in the brilliant frolics
Orange street.
Aug. 25: Sonata in A major. Opus
barkentine. iReine Marie Stewart, in
Mrs. Ronald 8omes has one of the iMiss Hagar left Chicago with 27 of California's Bohemian Club. After
13, by Faure.
ever
fascinating
displays
at
the
com

Thomaston the past week, returned
Bay is piano accompanist of Jascha
other tourists, the party later being a time his broadcast found its way
Rev. and Mrs. B. P. Browne, son
to her home in Auburn this morn ing Flower show—pools, where culti divided. The boat trip from Seattle, to New York. While a portion of the Heifetz. Berezowsky is the former as
vated and wild 'lilies will smile at
book is devoted to the “legend” of
Benjamin and daughter Marcia, of
ing. Her son, Melbourne is remain their reflections in tubs outlined with was very cold, many resorting to the Cheerio and the disentanglement of sistant conductor of Columbia's sym
Holyoke, Mass, are occupying their
phony orchestra. He is also a com
ing with his aunt, Mrs. Walter Dim- rocks and moss. At this mirror dis comforts of fur coats, but inland, the legend from fact, the most interest poser
of note and his works have
cottage at Cooper's Beach, while the
ing
feature
of
the
whole
is
not
his
ick of Orange street for a week's play all will rejoice. ■
been performed by the Boston Sym
air was warm and comfortable. The
pastor is having his vacation during visit.
life story, but the astounding breadth, phony Orchestra and other outstand
travelers were blessed with perfect
the month of August. Rachel and
The Garden Center for the sum weather, and occupied deck chairs vigor and efficacy of his work ing organizations. He is a GuggenFOR
Cheerio's idea is not merely to send ' heim fellow, has been a member of;
Priscilla Browne join them shortly.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Sholes and son mer Flower Show has been worked ;
each day. as they glided past Incom out a message of good cheer to far I outstanding string groups.
and
cut
in
the
form
of
a
study
by
Mrs.
Ezra of Medford, Mass., and Mr. and
away shut-ins; it is to bring these
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent of Portland Mrs. Ralph Hamilton of Malden are Hervey C. Allen and Mrs. Jerome parable scenery. Sleep was at a shut-ins into a real circle of com played in many of last year's Li- >
brary of Congress chamber musicales.
Burrows, where visitors may go to premium, for one must see the moon
is occupying her cottage at Cres spending a vacation at the cottage of view the many different garden mag
radeship, to create a real exchange.
• • • •
rise,
the
beautiful
glaciers
or
some
It
is
part
of
his
idea
not
only
that
cent Beach.
The Thrush’s Song
Mrs. Rose iRobinson tin South Cush- azines and seed catalogues. Here will
"In the peawail's note there is I
be Edward D. Johnson to answer particular “Narrows," which were be his work should be free from any
flower questions. Garden tools will ing passed at 4 a. m. A purple haze commercial reward or association, j seme sultriness, but in the thrush's, i
The Tuesday night Club played
but that he himself should receive ! though heard at noon, there is the j
be the pictures on the wall.
seemed to be hanging everywhere In I no personal publicity. The only hint
cards at the home of Mrs. L. B. Cook
I liquid coolness of things that are
Miss Dorothy B. Smith is visiting
• • • •
tensifying the glorious colorings of as to his identity, in the pages of
after dining at "Ruth’s," Tenant's relatives and friends for a few weeks
just drawn from the bottom of
Mrs. Arthur Haines, chairman for the mountains.
his book, is the casual mention of springs. The thrush alone declares I
Harbor. Miss Anne McLaughlin. in Tilton, JN. (H.
Specimen Blooms for the Flower
Speeding along by train across Sas his father’s relationship to Eugene I the immortal wealth and vigor that
A General Motors Product
Mrs. J. F. Burgess and Mrs. Arthur
Show, is eagerly waiting for the date
I is in the forest. . . Whenever a man
katchewan
the party witnessed a Field.
• • • *
Doherty won the honors.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F. Joy are to arrange her display of entries—
hears
it.
he
is
young
and
Nature
is
The fourth annual
Mountain in her spring."—Henry D. Thoreau.
on la motor trip to Boston and Cape glads, roses, asters,, snaps, zinnias, terrific dust storm. Hot winds car
dahlias, and tub rooted begonias, ried clouds of dust at a rapid rate, Choir Festival at Mountain Lake
Members of the Christmas Sewing Cod.
These bouquets will have two, three the thermometer registering 114 de Md was held on July 17-18. One of
Club with their husbands were guests
or four choice flowers beside a few grees in the shade at this point. The the most colorful feature was a Sol
Mrs. Carl Christoffersen entertained bunched arrangements.
of Mr and Mrs. Knott C. Rankin at
emn Procession at sunset, in which
CASTINE NORMAL
towns all presented a "lazy” appear many hundreds of brilliantly vested
the Linekin Cottage, Dynamite members of the T Club at supper last
(By Ermo Scott)
ance. with the exception of Juno choristers, altar boys, and clergy took
Beach. Wednesday. Picnic supper night, the group later attending the
Border planting is very necessary
part. During the Festival ancient
Carnival at Rockport.
to the well-planted garden. At the which was lively and busy. The mar church music and almost forgotten
was served.
* * * *
Community Building August 17-18, velous display of flowers all through medieval church ritual were re
Monday morning the annual j
patrons
wiil
see
this
club
class
in
the Alaskan territory, were a source vived. Chorus of 1,000 voices was led ' session of the Maine Band, Chorus ,
Mrs. Louise Clark of Marlboro.
Itooevik Club members had an out
choice six foot border plantings. Mrs.
Patronize your Established Florist
ing this week at Mrs. Elmer Crock Mass., is spending two weeks with her E. Stewart Orbeton and her two com of wonder to the tourists, their gor by Dr. John Finlay Williamson, con and Orchestra Camp opened on the
ductor of the Westminster Choir.
campus with a registration oi 151 1
ett's Ginn's Point cottage. A social sister, Mrs. Ethel Gonia, Main street. mittee members, Mrs George H. geous colorings being almost beyond
• • • •
students, the largest in the history
who is ready to serve you 365 days in the year
Avery and Mrs. R. E. Estes, have dis description.
afternoon was preceded by an ex
College youths with musical ac of the camp. Directed by President
Mrs. Alice Latham and daughter plays entered from the following
At
Vancouver,
Miss
Hagar
attended
complishments are finding a pleas Mary C. Smart of Dexter, the curri
cellent picnic luncheon.
Miss Helena Latham of Brooklne. clubs: Rockport, Thomaston. Booth- a flower show, flowers from the ant way to get to Europe for summer
cula offerings linclude group and
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. bay Harbor. Waldoboro Community greatest distance, coming from Bar j vacations. Officials of the Cunard- sectional instruction in the various ,
Mrs. Charles Schofield and chil
Club
and
Camden.
Rhama Philbrick, at their Crescent
Harbor having been sent by air White Star line say that on no less instruments making up complete
• • • •
dren Arthur and William, are spend
than 35 trips this summer, ships of
Beach cottage.
mail.
When the discovery was made the company will carry American band and orchestra organizations, to
ing a week with relatives at Vinal
The Summer Flower Show will be a
gether with individual attention
haven.
Miss Lena Miller. Miss Myrtie veritable party to which the public that Miss Hagar was from Maine, college orchestras to furnish supple given where necessary. About 107
is cordially invited. Of course at , she was shown every courtesy. At. mentary dance music—particularly are registered for band. 97 for or
Young. Miss Beth Hager and Mrs. this big flower party a corner will be
the newest sort. This is to meet the
Mrs. Herbert Curtis entertained Helen Knowlton will leave Monday reserved for refreshments a shaded Victoria, an abandoned quarry had demand of the young folks for lively chestra and 30 for chorus. Frank J.
Rigby of Portland, well known ieachbeen
made
into
a
wonderful
garden,
members of W.I.N. Club Thursday for « motor trip to the Gaspe Penin spot where patrons can sit and en
selections The regular ships' own er and bandmaster Is again the con- i
with
artistic
steps
and
rustic
railing,
joy
the
delicious
bits
while
they
once
musicians
will
continue
to
furnish
night Card honors were assigned to sula. at Quebec. Miss Hager is look
ductor of that unit of the work. Ern- ‘
Mrs. Carl Freeman ,Mrs. Lawrence ing forward to meeting Miss Mary more view the beauties brought to which were actually made of cement music for concerts and for the more est R. Hill of Augusta, directs the or
the garden. Mrs. Kennedy Crane, The effect was very pleasing.
conservative type of dancing. Har chestra, and Roger A Nye of WaterLeach and Miss Margaret Nutt.
Hill of Alpina. Mich., her former assisted by Mrs. B. B. Emith and
vard. Dartmouth, Brown. Williams
The well known Blanchard gardens and Phillips-Exeter Academy will Iville, outstanding popular teacher
room-mate at the University of Col Mrs. Katherine Sharpe, will serve.
371 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 318-W
at Skagway were also most interest represent New England colleges and soloist, is developing the choral
Mr and Mrs. Van Rowley and orado. who is returning from a Euro
ing, and hours could have been spent among the sea-going collegiate mu work. In addition to the above di
daughter Nathalie, of Pawtucket. R. pean trip.
rectors.
Mrs. Katherine Hatch
93-tf
in viewing the unusual settings and sicians.
I., are guests of E. P. Colson at his
Graffam of Portland is giving spe• • • •
glooms.
The Friday afternoon meeting of J
Ash Point cottage.
ial
work
in
'cello.
Lew
Barrett
of
Oslo. 21. juli: Kongen har utnevent
ti
j The trip far exceeded all expecta Kirsten Flagstal til Ridder av St. Lewiston in percussion, and Russell
the Corner Club was held at Mrs
Jack
of
Auburn
ln
strings
and
reeds.
Mrs. G H. Blethen, Mrs. Florence Choris Jenkins' home. Myrtle street,
tions and word comes from the tour Olav. Dette er den annen norske
Clarence H Rowe of South Portland
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
Sherman, and Miss Gladys Blethen, with Mrs. Ethel Gonia hostess. Card
ist company that they are accepting sangerinne som er blitt hedret paa Is general business manager and
(By Pauline Ricker)
denne
maste.
idet
Eide
Norena
blev
left Tuesday for Bradford. Mass., honors were won by Mrs. I. J. Shuno more reservations, all available
treasurer, William Quimby of Bar
Rockland
Breakwater—M.
W. room having been taken for the re utnevnt til Ridder av St. Olav for Harbor is head councillor, and Esther
where they will be guests of Dr. and mqn and Mrs. Louise dark, Mrs.
n
none aar siden.
Clement, president of the Pennsylva
Mrs. L. E. Call. Mrs. Dorothy Law Gonia's house guest.
Which means that the King of Crowell, R. N. is camp nurse.
nia Railroad and Mrs. Clement of mainder of the season.
Norway has bestowed upon Kirsten
rence joined them there, the party
Ardmore arrived Wednesday at The
Word received from Mr. and Mrs
Flagstad, world-renowned soprano,
P. G. Merrifield of Somerville, Samoset. Mrs. C. William Potts also
including Mrs. Call, now touring
Orett Robinson indicates that they
SOUTH
HOPE
the
St.
Olav
decoration,
one
of
Nor

Ihe kilted High
Mass, is spending the weekend with arrived to visit her mother-in-law.
Cape Cod.
way's most famous. Eide Norena and their daughter Lois are staying
landers
have taken
Mrs. Merrifield and daughter Natha Mrs. William Potts who is summer
John Butterfield returned Mon another Norwegian singer, received for a brief time with relatives of
Mrs. Robinson's in Eureka, Califor
over from the Ben
Miss Ruth /Thomas has gone to lie who areguests for the summer of ing here.
day to Farmington after passing a this medal last year.
• • • •
• • • •
nia. During the summer the family
week with his cousins. Dorothy Watts
Camp Wyconda for two weeks, situ Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross, at their
gal Lancers)
Entertaining in the lounge Tues and William Watts. He made the
In a recent column mention was is touring the United States.
ated at one of the Bclgrades. as rep Cooper's Beach cottage.
• • • •
day evening were Mr. and Mrs. Rob 75-mile trip on his bicycle.
made of Lotte Lehmann, famous so
resentative of the Blue Bonnet Troop
ert Mains. Mr. and Mrs J. B. Throck
Ruth E. Dority '19 has been elect
Arthur W. Payson of Waltham. prano of the Metropolitan. She has
Miss Mary Fernald of Boston is morton. W. F. Mehan and Harold Mass
of Girl Scouts.
, is vacationing at the home just written a novel, you know, that ed recently as elementary supervisor
the guest of Mr and Mrs. H. B. Bouton. More than 70 attended the of his nephew. Albert Heath.
is reoeiving enviable mention. Th? of schools for grades one to six in
party held in the ball room Tues
Fales.
Mrs. Gertrude Monkhouse of Port Metropolitan Musical Bureau, who the city of Dedham. Mass.
• • • •
day evening.
land is caring for the household du manages Mme. Lehmann, sends out
The Neighborhood Club is having
• • • •
Mrs. Emma Ek who has been
Benjamin Thomas '32 of Howland
ties at the home of her brother, a most interesting announcement of
a picnic at the Damon farm. War
Arrivals Include Mr. and Mrs. Har Charles Dunbar.
has just received an appointment as
ren tonight with a vegetable supper spending two weeks in this city, has old Bouton, Montclair; Dr. George Stanley Hallowell, George Hallo her versatile activities and accom a grammar school principal in Bev
riarT.no SHIRLEY
plishments.
returned to her home in Dorches
as the main attraction.
M. MacKee. Stamford; Mr. and Mrs. well and Halson Gldney of Augusta
erly, Mass,
Triumphant
Australian
Tour:
Sang
ter, Mass.
• • • •
Francis Lea. Ardmore; Mr. and Mrs were recent callers at Fred Merri in 12 leading cities: six extra con
F. T. Adams. Philadelphia; Dr. and field's.
Following his exceedingly brilliant
Mrs. William P. Cook and son
certs
by
general
request.
Mrs. Alice DeWolf and Mrs. Inez Mrs. Ricardo Almeda. Mr. and Mrs.
ond VICTOR
Breaks Into Movies: Fox Movie play in the Eastern Maine Tennis
Mrs. Hazel Hart, and grandson.
Ervine of Melrose. Mass., who have
Gurney of ,New York and Mrs. John C. Beekman Hoppin, Mr. and Mrs. J. William Gould, Mrs. Margaret Bow- tone releases all over U. S. recently Tournament in Bangor a few days
been spending the week with Mr. and
ago, Edward Perkins '32 of Castine
ft. Flint were dinner guests at the P.- Marquand. New York; Mr. and ley and daughter, Laura, motored featured her Australian visit.
Mrs. Leo Howard, have returned
Star of Salzburg Festival: Her “Fi- has been declared as champion player
home of Mr. and Mrs. Levi R. Flint, Mrs. J. D. McCluskeep Montreal; Tuesday to Augusta.
. c Aubrey smith
home.
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Gatchell. Roch
dello" on July 24th under Toscanini's from Eastern Maine.
Old County road Saturday.
JUNE LANG i*
• • • •
ester, Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Coch
directions opens this festival Salzburg
MICHAEL WHALEN
rane.
Boston.
Miss
Emma
MacCullough.
matron
performance
of
the
Marriage
of
Fi

Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson was
MTs H. M. Lord of Washington. D.
• • • •
CESAR ROMERO
garo” with Lotte Lehmann. August of Richardson Hall, returned during
hostess to 20 members of Opportun C., is making her annual summer visit
CONSTANCE COLLIER
11th. will be broadcast on round-the- the latter part of last week to re
Mrs. Frederick L. Ballard of New
DOUGLAS
SCOTT
ity Class, Thursday night, at her in this city and vicinity.
Pleasant Street Circus Grounds
sume her duties after a month’s vaYork entertained Tuesday night in
world hook-up.
Directed by John ford
home on Old County Road, assisting
ONE NIGHT ONLY
New Victor Recordings: Another al caton. Miss MacCullough will be at
honor of Mrs. J. B. Throckmorton of
Allocate Producer
Capt. Fred (B. Balano. of Staten Jersey City.
bum of "lieder" will be released Richardson Hall during the two
hostesses being Mrs. Elvie Wooster
’ « Gene Ma/Le/ •»
•
•
•
•
shortly—contains favorites of her weeks of the Maine School Music
and Mrs. Clara Gregory. Circle Island, master of the schooner
Camp and the following week In
Miss Florence Logan and Mrs. Al ENTIRE NEW SHOW THIS YEAR American recital audiences.
prayer was offered. Miss Alice McIn American Eagle, was a guest yester
Author of Successful Novel: Al which the local superintendents of
bert S. Caran are in New York for
NOW
tosh, conducting the Scripture read day at the home of Mrs. S. G. Hup a few days.
“EASY LIVING"
ready published in the German. schools from the State will meet for
PLAYING
• • • ?
with
ing. The committee reported 20 calls per, Rankin street, accompanied by
Italian and French languages, it is their annual program on the normal
JEAN ARTHUR, EDU ARD ARNOLD
a best seller in Austria. France. Italy. school campus.
Mr. and Mrs. Ienan Harris and sons
made during July, Mrs. Gregory and his son Wilfred. Mrs. Hupper, who
• • • •
Hungary and Czecholaslvakia. Sched
Mrs. Williamson being appointed as left |Knox Hospital two weeks ago. is of Salisbury. Conn., went fishing
Matinee 2; Eve
uled for fall publication in English
Among the waitresses working at j
aboard the Gertrude II Tuesday.
ning 6.45, 8.45;
visiting members for August. Mrs. gaining slowly.
• * • •
by Putnam’s under title of "Eternal Richardson Hall for the coming three I
Continuous Sat
Clara Gregory presented a short
In Tuesday's putting tournament
Flight.”
weeks in which groups will be meet
Special for August at Al’s Hair the winners werp Mrs. W. S. Evans,
urday 2.15 to 10.45
Popular Magazine Writer: July ing are Jean Garcelon. '39 head wait
program including readings by Miss
dressing Salon. Regular $7 steam oil
edition “Harper's Bazaar' carries her ress of Troy, Marjorie Merryman '37
McIntosh, piano solo by Mrs. Nellie permanent wave. $5. Votes given in H. L. Frost, Andrew McBurney, Jr.,
story, "Song of Salzburg.” Her arti- of Brunswick. Gneldora Stevens '39,
and Henrie Schaeffer.
Magune and a Bible quiz, with Mrs. merchandise contest.—adv.
• • • •
sweeper, of Brooks, Celia Butterfield
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Fritz. Jr., will
Clara Emery, answering correctly,
'39 ol Danforth, Ione Hammond '39
join
Mr.
Fritz
at
The
Samoset.
the largest number of questions. A
of Bangor. June Harris '39 of New
• • • •
All methods of per
port. Elizabeth King '38 of Ellsworth.
variety of games offered pleasant di
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Lee, Moylan,
SEAPLANE SERVICE
manent waving. Only
Marjorie Hulburt '39 of iPatten.
version and refreshments were
Penn., spent a day with their son who
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN
the best in workman
Elaine Lancaster '39 of Howland
served.
is in camp near Wiscasset.
ship, materials.
Martha Harris '39 of Stockton. Agnes
Rockland, Vinalhaven, North Haven
• • ••
Clisham 38 of Bangor.
Trip
Standard Time
Arrivals
include
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
8.15
It is actually hard to believe that such quick and
8.30
KNITTING WOOLS 1— 8.00 A.M.
E.Gregg. Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs.
2—11.15 A M.
12.00
12.15
Even
A New England
E. B. de Sauze, Cleveland. ©.; Mrs.
3— 3.00 A.M.
3.15
3.30
our inexpen
WE BUY
Product
interesting results can come from the Classified Ads
E. L. Stockder. Hartford. Mrs. L. F.
sive waves arc
At attractive prices.
SUNDAY•
Berry,
Stamford;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Isaiah
first class work.
9.35
9.50
Samples sent free 1— 9.20 A.M.
in The Courier-Gazette From I 0 to 50 answers are
Hale. Topeka; Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
1.40 P.M.
1.55
2.10
All prices.
AND SILVER
with knitting hints. 23—
5.35
— 5.20 P.M.
5.50
W. Anderson and children. Grosse
Visit our yarn shop.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
Points, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Bussing.
frequently received to one advertisement.
Open daily.
AIRWAYS, INC., Near Public Landing
JEWELER
TEL. 1113-W
Brooklyn; William F. Mohan, Drexel
84 PARK ST.
THOMAS HODGSON
SONS, Inc.
Telephone 338
370
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
53-tf
Hill, Penn.
CONCORD WORSTED MILLS
88-tf
Cpncorfl, N, H,
7J-.S-KH
—By Pauline Ricker,

A New Collection

FOR FALL AND WINTER

Pasteurization

LUCIEN K. GREEN

FLOWER SHOW

VISITED ALASKA

DO NOT NEGLECT YOUPv HEATING
SYSTEM

FREE HEATING SURVEY
Phone Rockland 8004

DELCO HEAT IS HARD TO BEAT!

YOUR ESTABLISHED FLORIST

SPECIAL-SMALL PALMS, 98c

Gladiolus, Asters, Garden Flowers
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

AT THE SAMOSET

INDIA'S UNTAMED
FRONTIER...
O

M<LAGLEN

ROCKLAND

THURSD’Y, AUG. 12

HARD TO BELIEVE

OLD GOLD

It

PEIPING THE KEY

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

Ev«ry-OtKer-Daf
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Former Capital of China
Again In Spotlight of In
ternational Affairs

I

PARK THEATRE, MONDAY, TUESDAY
„ ,,,

-

j INTERESTGROWS ,AfSTRANDSUNDAY(MONDAY,TUESDAY A PREMIUM MARKET
,
Chief White Explain# How
| Eleven Thousand Farmers

■-------------------------------------- 1 Eleven Thousand
On Conservation Program,
A. K. Gardner Says

It May Be Obtained For

Egg«____

An appeal for greater co-opera
With the time for measuring contion from Maine poultrymen In the
1 servation
accomplishment
nearly
efforts of the Development Commis
here. A. K. Gardner. State executive
sion and the Department of Agricul
cfficer. estimates that 11.0C3 Maine
ture to establish a premium marxet
, farmers are taking part in the agri
for graded and identified poultry
cultural conservation program this
'and eggs was made in Belfast by
year. This ls a large increase over
I Charles M. White, State chief of the
last year, when 6585 farmers filed ap
Elvision cf Markets. Speaking to a
group of Waldo County poultry and
plications for grants.
egg raisers. White outlined the pro
Increased interest has been gen
gram for this activity and said that
era', over ithe whole northeast region,
it could become a great success.
What our lightkecpers and coast
Mr. Gardner says. Estimates reHe told of the work of the Maine
guardsmen arc doing to protect
I ceived in Washington from all nine
Poultry Co-operative which was
coastwise shipping by day and by
formed in Augusta in June and de
states of the region indicate that apnight. The day's news from manv
scribed the results obtained so far
' plications in the region will total
as being "most promising." Through
lonely outposts along Maine's
around 190.000 compared with about
the co-operative a group of farmers
waterfront.
100,000 in 1936.
bring their poultry and eggs to head
quarters daily and they are thorough
The average soil-building allowly graded and inspected for quality.
|ance for each farm in the state is
Your line, are taut with hidden eagerTh“y are so,d (n uniform packages
ness
about $62. he adds and indications
To •■•all the seven seas and plow the
which label them as genuine State of
are that farmers throughout the
Maine products and according to Mr.
blue to the
. chanting of. ...
j.
state are using enough soil-building
To listen
the .trades
White are bringing as good prices, If
practices to earn perhaps as much
And see dim ports that once, ln Legation Quarter An Occidental Oasis
Clark Gable and Jean Harlow in "Saratoga," her last picture.—adv.
' net better, than other methods of
as 70 percent of the total allow
dreams, you
Hastings
“In national affairs Peiping is a
; marketing.
ances for the farmers co-operating
....
stronghold of tradition Contrasting
I He believes that when the adver
"Participation this year,” he says,
wrights and novelists entered the
J with the present Chinese capital at
tising campaign of the Development
Doubling Point Range
industry.
Hollywood became the "is large enough to make a real be-;
Nanking, the northern metropolis has
Commission gets fully underway
capital of the entertainment world, i ginning toward conserving and im-1
The river has been full of all kinds had many reincarnations as seat of
identified Maine poultry products
and with most of the talent here | proving our farm land. Much land
of motor boats, the occupants troll China s government under such ro
will bring a sizable premium “as the
radio, too. is moving here.
~ 1 n pasture and hay is already snowmance-freighted
names
as
Peking.
ing for black bass. Occasionally one
housewives can buy with confidence
Hollywood. the little mushroom ing the effect of lime, fertilizer, and
Cambulac. and Purple Imperial City,
and know Just what they are pur
could see a catch being hauled In. its Mandarin dialect, the 'Parisian
town borne of its own climate and reseeding. Reforestation under the
chasing '• A standard of truth in our
the seed of an idea, has become a ’ program is more gradual, but none
Mr. and Mrs Melvin Marston and French' of Chinese speech, comes
advertising is being set up and will
i By Gary Cooper)
crossroads for adventurers, a home the less important."
Miss Vivian G Nye. R. N.. all of Bos- closer than any other to being genbe strictly adhered to. he said.
of cultured, active, imaginative and Mr Gardner says that county
ten were guests Sunday at the sta- traI1>' understood throughout the
President Dillon of the Co-operahighly interesting people. It has committees throughout the State
tion while on their way to Camden r‘a^plng was the,focus of perhaps
While Chuck Cochard is vacation grown up. and on coming of age has soon will be sending out supervisors
t:ve told the gathering that the chief
ing in Ensenada. Mexico. Gary become more or less sensible and to measure conservation done under
difficulty, at present, was to get
to visit friends. Mr and Mrs. Fred the most widespread international Coo
wl„VrTtiTtodayV coiumn'of
A rough, tough, fighting fool, bravest ot thi treops who hold Khyber Past enough products to take care of the
settle down.
he program and helping farmers
D. iFinkham and sons Roger and tension r,n the Chinese record "Hollywood Star-lites.”
Personally I like the place. And make out applications for grants. In against the raiding hordes of Khoda Khan, Victor McLaglen is starred with demand. "We find that advertised
Gordon were also callers here re- during the anti-fcre.gn Eoxer upHollywood Is one of the most ligraded and identified poultry prod
Im
grateful to it—for everything Aroostook county, supervisors are al Shirley Temple in “Wee Willie Winkle."—adv.
cently.
rUi?g
1900'tw/e" tr°T °*
belled towns In the world, and ln my
ucts are proving very popular and
?ral nations including the United opinion one of the most interesting And thanks again for giving me this ready at work. The rates of those
sJotn.
tforo
latviod and
ond march
morohod
_
...
hope that more farmers wlll take ad
Steamer Virginia took a large party 3tates
were landed
ed ,r>_
in
chance to tell all.
payments will represent part of the
It grew up overnight like a boom
cost of using each ot the practices.
down river recently to enjoy a moon- land to rescue all Peiping’s foreign camp of the California gold rush
The curlyheaded child star, who young Douglas Scott, among many vantage of this modern method of
merchandising," he said.
“GREAT STONE FACE"
light sail out around Seguin Island residents, who has been besieged for days and the tales that were broadhas been acclaimed as the No 1 box others.
Manager Buswell of the Co-opera
and return.
i
111 tbe Britlsh Embassy , cast over the worid about it made it
office
attraction
of
both
America
and
the
Production,
two
Indian
TREMONT
tive explained the operations of the
,
forts
were
constructed
at
a
location
Miss Amy R Thurston and Miss mr^of The Chined '"tj^bKlX ‘ a P'8C® °f ’!gInd \ ™mbtnation Car’ Rork Expert A”Ur” Tha‘ °ld
and suggested to the farmers
England, has a highly dramatic role g,;e thirty-five miles from the studio3.’ tplant
P“
a
tzfunese c,t> nas Deen the casonne and City of Oz
of the Mountains Is Not Slipping
Mrs Roy Mocdy. accompanied by the strongest supporting cast of any One is a native fort and the otherr E’ at they should take advantage of
Irene Nicolson and party of friends half-square-mile cf occidental oasis
It was ]aUghed at and ridiculed
_____
three other women of Hodgdon were of her screen successes, and the headquarters for a Highlander regi
e money being expended by the
of Litchfield. Conn., have arrived on the oriental scene the Legation aiong with the curious industry that
New
Hampshire's
world-famed | callers on friends here and in Southat their summer home on Doubling t)uarter- where foreign treops guard supported it: it is laughed at and
most elaborate production yet ac- ment recruited and trained for action State to get them a better market
recently.
in the picture. Numerous scenes re and better prices for their products.
Point
g8l,eJ?ays' . Th?e .and four-story i ridiculed still, but a great change Old Man of the Mountain will still1 west
v Harbor
. VIrc
„ „
A. H. Parker of Derry. N H.. who
,
quired the use of many hundreds of
ouildings form the Legation Quarter bas com. 0VP. Hollywood in the last be gazing placidly across the Granite Mr
Mrs. " O Lopans of corded one of her films.
Lumbermen are engaged ln cutting skyline, pierced by the radio tower of few vears and at least it can no State 10 years from now.
North Wilmington Mass , and Mr.
Shirley's co-star in "Wee Willie extras, and fcr one eye-filling se- developed tlie widely known transcfl all pine and spruce trees in this the U. S. Marines.
i ]onger be ignored It's a very import- That is the opinion given by E. and Mrs. Kenneth Beal of Newton Winkie" is Victor McLaglen. himself qucnce the colorful native life of I portatioil system foi the Derry poulvicinity and a sorrowful looking sight -city of Furs' South of Philadel- ant little town.
« <*dd«s' rock «/*«•
®ade “XmK^erT witk
coMrs an Academy Award winner, and the Peshawar, India, was reproduced, try auction explained his work and
upperting cast includes C. Aubrey even to camel caravans and ele- a similar program for Maine
I can t claim to have watched it a careful survey of the Franconia I recently_here with_their cousins Mrs
it will
be when they get through.
n-s,
.
pnusuuuuae
grow from nfanev but I did witness
ontoty which resemb,e< Leslie Rich and Randall Stanley
This was one of a series of meet
Smith. June Lang. Michael Whalen, phants with tapestried howdahs —
Their work will spoil the appearance
"China's ghost-town-in-chief lies at ?he verv recent events that
the a human profiile at the request of
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Nelson had as Ce^ar Romero, Constance Collier and adv.
ings being held over the State to de
cf this station as I had them nicely the verY heart of Felpmg s walled rec_
Hnllvwnnd the State Department of Forestry guests for the week Arthur Benson
velop the poultry industry and en
trimmed and they gave an attrac- Te±eC1,ty
a^c°aUfo? man^ofThe'm^st’in^ a"d creation.
and Eleanor Benson of Braintree,
courage its leaders to take advant
of
work
at
the
school
to
secure
a
tive air to the arnimis
realm of fabulous imperial splendor
.
. of the world neoDle
In 1916 Geddes made some rqnair? Mass . and Mr. and Mrs. Johnson of
age of the advertising merchandis
SOUTH THOMASTON
tive air to the grounds
began to totter when invaded by for- X _re^ioSsK had onhcontemnt or “» "«»e Old Man" and State offl&. Somerville, Mass.
Bachelor of Science degree. This ing campaign being sponsored by
A large Standard Oil tanker passed eign troops quelling the Boxer upris- I wno PrevlousI> had only contempt or said he was more familiar than afiy- James Wooster of Ashville. Fla is
Miss Svlvia Tyler has employment *U1 * the first tlme a degree has the Development Commission,
place. t^t
And
out by not.long since and a steamer
^nT wh^Twhu'e amusement *forthethe
prtxSTof
one with the rock's makeup. The in- spending the summer with his with Mrs. Pearl Willey in Camden bfen g‘ven at a Normal School and! for7TVath«mg IT’w^ at i
rith niilnwnnd
Pe.
move? to Nanktag in 1928' ('bange was' and stU1 iS a darn good spection followed reports the profile grandmother Mrs. James Benson,
came in with
pulpwood for th.
the PeMrs. Joseph Norton was honor the ^number is limited to 20 Special nieetlng pianned by Ralph q Went
was endangered. Geddes said he
Mrs. Merle Tracey iHattie Benson)
Jepscot Co.
the Imperial Palace became a haunt s"cw....
checked his recent survey with exam- of New York who is passing the sum- guest Friday night at a card party Students
worth, county agent.
Cheerio, my Coast Guard and I for sightseers
inations made several times since mer at Manset visited her cousins j at \<rs prpd Rtnlev's
Refresh
Lighthouse friends
"When the Forbidden City lost iu I 1 wU1 never teH my grandchildren 1916 and found no cause for alarm Mrs. Shirley Kelley and Mrs. Herbert 1
‘
p
NOW IN MILLIONS
C AN'T BEAT MAINE
ments were served. Highest honor at I
potency. Peiping was crippled but not about the old barns that housed
____ _he will
__ __________
'I_ think
be In the _same Condon recently.
killed "For the northern metropolis various picture studios in the be- ] place jn
the expert stated.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Smith had cards went to Mrs. Georgia Snow.
The Maine Unemployment Com
Fortland Head
Mrs. Eva Sleeper and Misses Eliz- ! Augusta- Aug. 4—Maine lobsters pensation Commission's payroll tax
if really five cities, built like the neats ginning, about the vagabonding film
Nathaniel Hawthorne used the as guests the Dast week Mr and Mrs
Picnic parties are seen
the of lacquer boxes on shelves of its | troupes that were always busy look- proflie as the basis of his "Great Herman Stanley and Mr and Mrs abeth Till and Virginia Till who and s^'^P3' along wkh POtat°«. ara fund increased close to the two and
own curio shops The ancient but in& for new locations while shooting stone Face." Daniel Webster once Gregory 67 Rockland Mr and Mrs have been in Boston the past week.! now
rocks along shore daily.
ng featured °" the dining car one-half million dollar mark today,
their two-reel westerns; about Grif- maintained “the Old Man"
was Wilber Basset and three children nt
Some sunshine, plenty of fog and unbroken Peiping walls encircle a ' fith
and Pearl White and Mabel ------ -- , wiioer Basset and three children of returned home Thursday.
"I
snus
th,ree ea3t«? railroads, the with the receipt of $118,863.40 in "last
}
*
Chinese city in its southern part.
placed there by the Almighty to in- Ma-^head Mass
.
. , „ ,, ,
. Maine Development Commission said i minute" contributions for the second
a little rain made up our weather the from which the Tartar City Jn the Norman, or about any of the pio dicate to the world that New Hamp- ' Mrs.' Emily Howe and Mrs. Georgia
Mrs. Horace Lamb of Rockland and Thursday
quarter of this year. The Commis
past week.
northern section is set apart. Within neers of the Industry as they were shire produced real men.
Robbins recently attended an East- Mrs. Thomas Merritt of Brighton
The New York. New Haven & Hart- sion said "today was the third con
in
those
days
when
every
company
Visitors continue arriving and that- red walIs Protect the Imperial
[ ern Star School of instruction in Mass were guests of Mrs. Joseph ford, and Maine Central systems will secutive day when the receipts were
climbing the many steps to see the City;
which
the once was operating on a shoestring.
j Winterport and also one in Mill- Norton- recently.
hav'e shipments of these seafoods dl- in excess of $100,000. The fund at
But
I
can
tell
them
how
Business
most exclusive area of all, the pur| bridge.
rect from Maine dealers, this busi- present totals $2,424,711.28." Ap‘tfihtple-walled Forbidden City. Just south took the madcap, childish moving picMiss
Mary
Sleeper
returns
to
Gornfss
belng securwj as a result of the, proximately $50,000 more ls due for
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins. Mrs
Miss Mary Toothaker and Robert of the latter is the International en- ^ure industry In hand and made it
ham Normal School this fall. She Commissions campaign
are
Henry
Albee
and
Mrs.
Harry
Albee
. _ of .products ,the quarter from firms which __
obey the rules: how Sound cam« In
Toothaker of Brunswick recently closure.
of Southwest Harbor were callers on i has been chosen by Dr. Russell as advertising and trademarking, it was 1 required to pay the tax on their
1 “Commerce with the north nre-'with cataclysmic results, shaking
1 friends here recently.
one of the 20 to take a fourth year
| payrolls.”
called on Mrs. R. T. Sterling
served Peiping's importance when little kings off their thrones and |
Picnic supper was held Sunday by imperial prestige faded. Seven main i destroying great fortunes; about the [
our crowd plus Mr and Mrs. W. C. highways fcr camel caravans, pass- , hectic reconstruction period when
able for some distance by auto, radi- i oew dynasties came into being and
Dow and son Richard of Portland.
Secretary of the U. S. Dep't. of ate from the city. Nomadic Mongol new careers were made, and about
r>
i ,
v,
. ,,
relatives of Genghis Khan from north bcw tbe InteUi??ncla. which had
Commerce Daniel C Roper and Mrs of ,he Great Wal, converge by tho “ been deriding Hollywood for years.
Roper of Washington. D. C. arrived routes to exchange meat, livestock. i°ined in a new “8°ld rush" to the (
in Portland on the Marine Inspection hides, and furs for winter supplies of Place and t00,c a hand in reshaping
boat Venate II Tuesday afternoon
thriving fur ^“r,TIhow thaTwas
and motored to Poland Spring where frozenVoVuern'deserT^gTvm^ Pe?p- When 1 first came here 1 hadn'1
they are vacationing over the week- j ing some zero winter weather al- the sll8htest intention or desire of
end.
though it is south of Philadelphia s; trying l° erasb the, movlas I was
Mrs. R. T. Sterling, Mrs. W. C. latitude. Summer winds bring blight-! Jpst a blg a’kward cowband fr°<"
ing dust storms, for which Peiping is I Montana with an Idea that I had
Dow and Mrs. F. O. Hilt went as notorious as London Is for fogs.
ta
Jor Jawing pictures and
recently to Peaks Island where they
"Railroad systems link the northern mlght be abl® t0 *at a J°b on a
attended a play written by Miss Kitty city with Kalgan. Hankow. Su.yan.,
-nt ™ newsPaPers
Grant. The story was about Peaks Nanking, and Mukden. As a rail didn 1 seem to wan‘ m€
Island in the early days and the junction. Fongtai. Just outside the
I -got a -Job -peddling
_
„
walls, has acquired strategic import- ■photographs
- ■
name or title was Rosemary of the [ ance. A canal and a river connect ^rom door t0 do°r- hut that ran out
Island." Miss Grant was bom on with the Grand Canal at Tientsin, still! after a while and I found myself
Matinicus Rock where her father navigable, although built to bring an- 1 broke, owing a lot of money for
was keeper and her brother John cient Ming emperors their rice tribute I ba^ rent, and without a prospect
Grant was one of the actors in the from green southern provinces. Nan iln sight
play. They had a full house and the Yuan, an extensive park seven milei' Then I ran into a friend of mine
applause left no doubt as to how the south, has become a communications 1 ^om Montana, an old broncho buster
audience enjoyed it.
center, with its airfield and wireless who'd been following the rodeos and
• • V •
station in addition to Chinese bar wound up riding in pictures. He sug
gested I try for extra in westerns.
racks.
Egg Rork
“As commercial and cultural mis I tried and got a job in a cavalry
We wish to extend our sympathy
CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION, found Motor, Solo, Corpororton,
charge for a Boer war picture. And
to Mr. Mathie and family in the tress of China's northern plain.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
is the country's second largest 1that atarted e,v®ryth‘ng
, ..
.
death of his mother. On arrival of Peiping
city,
being
surpassed
only
by
Shang'
1
began
getting
hit
parts,
then
I
Gontral Motor, Inrtallmon, Hon
Mr. Mathie at this station from his
was doing the lead in a western for
—toonthly poymrnti ,0 lull you, purtr.
home in Edmunds, Mr. Davis will hai. In location it has no natural
advantages over the thousands of an independent company, then I
transfer to Cape Elizabeth Light.
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Fighting in the Peiping area has
again thrown a world spotlight on the
frequently fought-over city, former
capital of China and always a center
of international interests.
"Peiping is still a key to China’s
foreign affairs," says a bulletin from
the Washington, D. C„ headquarters
ct the National Geographic Society.
"Its geographic location brings it into
contact with Japanese-controlled
Manchutikuo on the northeast, secniindeper.dent Tibetan provinces on the
west, and Russian-controlled Mongolian republics on the northwest.
Foreign embassies and branch offices
of foreign business tlrrns give it the
greatest international importance
north of the Yangtze River. As cen
ter of the Hcpei-Chahar Council, it
k a focus for the independence movement which has weakened ties between
North China and the central government at Nanking.
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